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Abstract

Nowadays, wireless communications are involved in many applications

and the security and reliability targets are increasingly growing. Hence, based

on modern coding schemes, in this thesis new solutions able to achieve more

and more satisfactory performance are proposed. In particular, we adopt Low

Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes and Polar Codes. Due to the versatility

of LDPC codes, we use this codes family for both reliability and security

scopes. A wire-tap channel is characterized by an eavesdropper that tries

to decode the information sent among authorized receivers. In this scenario,

by following the physical layer security approach, first we investigate the

eavesdropper’s equivocation rate achieved through practical LDPC schemes.

Then, by generalizing this model with a broadcast channel with confidential

messages, we design LDPC codes with unequal error protection capabilities

that improve the privacy of data.

Instead, for reliability purposes, we use LDPC codes over a non-conventional

satellite channel like the one affected by solar scintillation. In this context,

the noise introduced by physical phenomena may lead to a low quality in the

communication. Hence, by mitigating the performance degradation, in this

thesis we propose coding schemes that improve the link reliability. Finally,

we study communication systems based on the transmission of short blocks.

In this case we use Polar codes since they are one of the most prominent

codes family proposed for this scenario. However, in the short packet length

regime Polar codes may have poor performance. To overcome this issue, a

concatenation with a cyclic code was proposed in the literature. Concate-

nated Polar codes are competitive in this context and therefore they are

recommended in the new generation of mobile systems (5G). Thus, we study
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the structure of these concatenated schemes from a distance spectrum point

of view and propose some solutions able to further improve the reliability of

communication.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Due to their versatility and ease of use, in the last few years wireless

networks have become the system mainly used from people to have access

to Internet or to share, store and send/receive data. Thus, the targets in

terms of reliability and security of these networks are constantly growing. The

former aspect concerns the possibility of improving the system performance

in terms of quality of the link. While, the latter is referred to the capability

of sending private information in a secure way. Therefore, in this thesis we

aim to propose some solutions able to increase the reliability and security in

wireless communications. Clearly, these issues are often overlapped, since in

some cases a better error rate performance is needed to increase the security

level.

We study these problems from the error correcting codes point of view.

Since the ’50s of the last century, when Shannon provided the bases of the

information theory, coding schemes have been increasingly adopted to correct

the errors occurred during the transmission. Thus, by adopting coding, the

reliability of the communication improves. For this reason, one (or more) cod-

ing scheme is recommended in many services, e.g., satellite communications,

Digital Video Broadcasting - Satellite (DVB-S), Digital Video Broadcasting -

Terrestrial (DVB-T), mobile networks, Wi-Fi, etc... We consider modern code

families, i.e., those that are the state of the art in the considered scenarios.

The name modern, also reported in the title of the thesis, clearly suggests
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that the selected coding schemes are those most recently proposed. In some

ways this is a correct observation, however the appellative modern indicates

that the used codes are those currently adopted in the contexts of interest.

In particular, we refer to polar and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes.

Due to the powerful performance of these codes, they are candidate to be

used for future applications in the contexts here discussed. Also in this sense

the name modern is justified.

Part of this work is focused on short packet transmission in a wireless

network. This scenario is of interest for many wireless applications. For ex-

ample, concatenated polar codes are recommended for the next generation of

mobile systems (5G) for the medium/short packets length transmission [1].

In this case, a polar code concatenated with an outer cyclic redundancy check

(CRC) code is considered. We study these schemes from a distance spectrum

point of view. We provide bounds on the achievable error rate over a binary

erasure channel (BEC). Moreover, we show as the introduction of an inter-

leaver between the component codes can further improve the performance of

these schemes at short block length. Obviously, our results are interesting for

any short packets communication system, as for example Internet of Things

(IoT), and not only limited to the 5G.

As mentioned, coding was proposed to correct most of the errors intro-

duced by the transmission channel. We put under strain this capability of

coding schemes, by considering a very noisy channel. In fact, we evaluate the

performance achieved by error correcting codes in satellite communications

whose channel is affected by solar scintillation. In this link the physical phe-

nomena on the Sun corrupt the communication between the probe and the

ground station. We show as LDPC codes improve the reliability of this sys-

tem and we compare their performance with those of other classical coding

schemes. We consider that the fading affects both amplitude and phase of

the signal. The performance achieved with non conventional modulation, as

frequency-shift keying (FSK), are also investigated.

In a wireless scenario, coding schemes can be also adopted to protect

private data. Indeed, due to their broadcast nature and great amount of sen-

sitive information sent over them, wireless networks are vulnerable to eaves-
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dropping attacks. Traditionally, to avoid these problems, a cryptographic

algorithm at the higher layers of the protocol stack is used. The security in

the currently cryptographic primitives is mainly due to mathematical prob-

lems with hard numerical solutions (e.g., primitive roots, discrete logarithms,

etc...). Moreover, in most cases, among the authorized users a pre-shared

key is needed. Hence, some problems on the keys exchange may occur. Fur-

thermore, due to the rapid evanescence of the technology, the cryptographic

methods are exposed to risks of successful attacks, since the eavesdropper

computing capabilities are continuously growing. This is, for example, the

case of post-quantum scenarios, where the existing cryptographic solutions

will be broken in a very short time. To overcome all these issues, a primary

level of security can be already introduced at the physical layer. We refer to

the so called physical layer security (PLS) approach. In this case, the secrecy

of the information is achieved by exploiting the random nature of the physical

channel. In fact, by using coding and signal processing, the physical charac-

teristics of the wireless channel can be used to allow a successful decoding

only for the authorized receiver. Hence, PLS is a breakthrough in commu-

nications security paradigms, since it allows to achieve secure transmissions

without the need of any form of pre-shared secret (like cryptographic keys)

within the group of legitimate users and it does not rely on the computational

resources of the attacker. As channel models, we consider the wire-tap [2] and

the broadcast channel with confidential messages (BCC) [3]. In the latter,

to achieve the goals in terms of reliability and security, the data must be

differently protected.

Thus, we design LDPC codes with unequal error protection (UEP) ca-

pabilities. Commonly, to assess the obtained security level, information the-

oretic metrics are used. Nevertheless, such metrics consider an asymptotic

performance achieved by codes with infinite length. Obviously, this is not a

realistic hypothesis in practical scenarios, as those considered in this work.

Therefore, we use two metrics, namely, security gap and eavesdropper equiv-

ocation rate, that allow us to evaluate the security level achieved by finite

length error correcting codes.
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1.1 Outline of the thesis

The document is organized as follows.

Chapter 2

In Ch. 2 the rationale of this thesis and the basic notions on the considered

error correcting codes are described. Moreover, in this chapter we introduce

the grounds on the use of PLS techniques, by underlining as they can be

adopted together with classical cryptographic primitives to improve the se-

curity of the communication.

Chapter 3

Chapter 3 contains the discussion on the considered channel models and

security metrics. Hence, the wire-tap channel and the BCC model are in-

troduced. Over the latter, to achieve a feasible system, different sensitivities

to errors for the authorized and unauthorized receiver are needed. Thus, in

this chapter we have also presented the concept of UEP of data, where the

message is divided into protection classes (PCs). The security gap and the

eavesdropper’s equivocation rate are discussed as security metrics. Both of

these metrics are adoptable when finite length codes are considered.

Chapter 4

In Ch. 4 the secrecy level achieved over a wire-tap channel by exploiting

practical LDPC codes is investigated. In such case, the equivocation rate ex-

perienced by the eavesdropper is used as a metric. In particular, by focusing

on the code design, we have provided a strategy for its optimization. Numer-

ical results show as, through our method, the proposed finite length codes

approach theoretical bounds.

Chapter 5

Chapter 5 contains a proposal to obtain security over a BCC. In this chap-

ter, we show as LDPC codes with UEP capabilities are advisable to achieve

security and reliability in this scenario. To underline this fact, we compare

the performance achieved by LDPC codes with and without UEP. Then, we

move to consider a fading BCC. In such case, an infeasible system condition
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may occur. Thus, we study the outage probability and, in order to minimize

its value, we propose the use of high order modulation schemes to send the

less protected bits. In some cases, a large UEP of data is needed. Hence, in

this chapter we also propose a strategy to achieve this goal. Moreover, an

algorithm for the asymptotic performance evaluation of each PC, by consid-

ering high order modulation schemes and non-conventional bits labeling, has

been provided.

Chapter 6

Concerning the reliability of a satellite link with solar scintillation, the perfor-

mance achieved by error correction codes currently adopted in space missions

over this kind of channel are compared. From this preliminary investigation,

weaknesses of some classical coding schemes in very noisy conditions emerge.

While, some coding techniques, as LDPC codes, have shown a greater re-

liability. In satellite systems, the phase synchronization is a critical issue.

For such reason, we have also studied the performance achieved by adopting

non-coherent modulation schemes, where the phase detection of the incoming

signal is not a requirement. To the best of our knowledge, no previous works

have addressed this scenario.

Chapter 7

Regarding concatenated polar codes for short packet communications, in this

chapter a strategy for their theoretical characterization is provided. Moreover,

by introducing an interleaver in the concatenated scheme, we have shown

as, in some cases, this configuration overcomes the one already proposed in

literature. Starting from the weight distributions of the outer and inner code,

the average performance of the codes ensemble obtained by considering all

possible interleavers is estimated. Furthermore, our results show as the outer

code has an important role at short block lengths.

Chapter 8

Finally, Ch. 8 concludes the thesis.
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1.2 Main contributions of the thesis

In the following list the main contributions of this thesis are reported.

Chapter 4

• The eavesdropper’s equivocation rate achievable with practical LDPC

codes is derived.

• Through a suitable optimization strategy, finite length LDPC codes

that approach the capacity over the wire-tap channel are designed.

Chapter 5

• LDPC codes with and without UEP capabilities are compared.

• Gaussian and fading BCC channels are considered. In latter case the

system outage probability is studied.

• To achieve a large UEP of data, a code optimization process and an

asymptotic performance evaluation of the PCs are proposed.

Chapter 6

• A comparison among the results of several code families over a channel

with amplitude and phase scintillation is provided.

• In the case without a correct phase estimation, the performance achieved

with non-coherent modulations are derived.

Chapter 7

• Concatenated interleaved polar codes are proposed.

• Concatenated polar codes are studied from a distance spectrum point

of view.

• The impact of the outer code on the performance of the concatenated

scheme is investigated.



Chapter 2

Why error correcting codes for

secure and reliable

communications?

Wireless communications are involved in many of the current human

activities (e.g., mobile, television, satellite and Wi-Fi communications), to

send/receive, share and store data. In fact, wireless communications have

become one of the most used transmission systems in the last decades. In

this scenario the reliability and security of the communication are prominent

aspects. In fact, if on one hand the charm of these systems is a communica-

tion without a wired link, on the other hand, this fact exposes such networks

both to eavesdropper attacks and to a quality worsening of the link.

Traditionally, error correcting codes are used to improve the reliability of

communications. In particular, block codes are one of the most important

codes family, where a block of information bits is encoded into a codeword.

At the beginning of coding theory, this codes family was mostly formed by al-

gebraic codes, e.g., Reed-Solomon (RS) codes, Hamming codes, Reed-Muller

(RM) codes, Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes. Algebraic block

codes are in general hard decoded. In this case, at the receiver side, the de-

cision on the bit values (typically 1 or 0 if a binary code is considered as in

this thesis) is taken through a "threshold" detector. After this decision stage,
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the decoder tries to recover the information sent. However, the error correc-

tion performance may be improved by using soft decision decoding, where

the received bits sequence is compared with all possible codewords and the

one which gives the minimum Euclidean distance is selected. This way, the

extra information coming from the channel supplies an estimation on the

bits reliability. From this observation, a lot of error correcting schemes have

been proposed, we refer in particular to LDPC codes, parallel concatenated

turbo codes (PCTCs) [4] and polar codes. These coding schemes, under cer-

tain conditions, are able to approach the channel capacity and therefore they

are considered the state-of-the-art in coding theory. These codes are involved

in many practical applications, as: satellite communications for telemetry

(TM) and telecommand (TC) links, DVB-T, DVB-S and wireless and mobile

communications. For all these reasons, we have considered LDPC and polar

codes.

Beside the attitude of error correction, a coding scheme may be used also

to improve the secrecy of data in a wireless communication. Usually the secu-

rity of the information is guaranteed through some cryptographic primitives

that work at the upper layers of the protocol stack. The security provided by

these algorithms is mainly achieved by encrypting data through some mathe-

matical problems whose solution has a non-polynomial complexity. However,

through a quantum computer some cryptographic systems will be overcome

in a polynomial time [5, 6]. This scenario may seem far away, indeed, some

quantum computers already appeared in the market, from D-Wave Systems

Inc. [7] or IBM [8]. Moreover, some researchers have recently shown as also

WPA-2, the most widely adopted cryptography algorithm in Wi-Fi networks,

can be cracked [9]. Thus, nowadays the secrecy of data in this scenario is a

critical point. In such context, a different approach able to introduce a pri-

mary security level in the information sent is emerged. We refer to the PLS

techniques that, prior to apply traditional cryptographic algorithm, can con-

tribute to reduce the computational effort or even enhance the security level.

Indeed, classical cryptographic primitives require a high computational cost

that may affect the communication among wireless devices, where limited

calculus resources are available.
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2.1 Physical layer security (PLS) vs. classical

cryptography

In order to introduce security in a wireless communication, commonly

cryptographic techniques developed at the upper layer of the protocol stack

are used. In general, these methods are divided in symmetric and asymmetric

approaches. In the first one, a private key shared among the legitimate users

is needed. Indeed, in this kind of solution the same key is used to encrypt

and decrypt data, as schematically shown in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Symmetric cryptography.

The main advantage of symmetric algorithms is their easy implementa-

tion, however the way to share the private key is an important matter. In

fact if the users do not have the private key, a secure channel for the key

exchange is required. To overcome this issue, asymmetric algorithms may be

adopted. In this case a couple of keys is used: the public and the private

key. The first one is completely known by the users, while the latter is a

personal key. Generally, the public (private) key is used to encrypt (decrypt)

data. This way, the problem of the key exchange in symmetric solutions is

avoided. The asymmetric algorithms can be used both to authenticate the

transmitter (through the public key) and to protect the data, since only the

owner of the appropriate private key may correctly recover the information.

Well known asymmetric solutions are the RSA encryption algorithm or the

McEliece cryptosystem. A pictorial representation of an asymmetric cipher

system is reported in Fig. 2.2.

The aim of PLS paradigm is to minimize the amount of confidential infor-

mation that can be attained by the eavesdroppers by indirectly manipulating

their received signals. This goal is achieved without any pre-shared key or
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Figure 2.2: Asymmetric cryptography.

mathematical problem with a hard numerical solution, but only exploiting

the randomness of the transmission channel. Traditionally, the channel noise

is considered an impairment, instead PLS methods take advantage from it for

improving the security of the communication. Through this approach, all re-

ceivers are perfectly aware of the encoding and transmission techniques, and

the security is only due to the differences between the channels experienced

by authorized and unauthorized users. Such a security level may suffice by it-

self or, more frequently, may constitute a basis for higher layer cryptographic

protocols. As a result, the secrecy introduced by this kind of approach does

not depend by the computational power of an adversary. PLS techniques are

based on the information theory fundamentals where the existence of a chan-

nel coding able to ensure both security and robustness of the communication

is proved. For this reason, we consider a PLS scenario and propose modern

coding techniques to achieve security in the communication.

2.2 Modern coding techniques

In this section we introduce some basic concepts concerning the adopted

coding schemes. The name modern indicates that the chosen coding schemes

are currently recommended in the considered scenarios.

Definition 2.2.1 The binary linear block code C(n, k) is defined by a k-

dimensional subspace of the n-dimensional vector space over the finite field

F
n
2 .

We consider only binary codes, so the transmitted message is formed by

0’s and 1’s. The basic idea of error correcting codes is to add extra bits to
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the vector of information bits u, in order to protect it from impairments

introduced by the channel. The obtained message is the codeword c. We call

k and n the length of u and c, respectively, and the ratio R = k
n

is called

rate of C(n, k). Typically, u and c are row vectors.

This way, the introduced redundancy bits allow a greater distance among

the codewords. Consequently, the received bits can be corrected, within cer-

tain limits, if corrupted during the transmission over the channel. A very

simple example of coding technique, is the Single Parity Check (SPC) code.

In this code a single extra bit is introduced to obtain c, and its value depends

on the bits in u. A possible choice (not unique) is to fix the value of the extra

bit in order to have an even number of 1’s in c. At the receiver side, a wrong

c, caused by the channel noise, can be easily detected by the inversion of the

check bit. Even if the SPC code is able to detect errors in the arrived c, it is

not able to correct them, so it can be used only for error detection.

Since we aim to enhance the reliability and security of the communica-

tion, we are interested to introduce extra bits in order to correct u. For this

purpose, we use LDPC and polar codes. Clearly, LDPC and polar codes are

much more sophisticated than the SPC code, however the basic idea is the

same, i.e., to introduce some extra bits to correct the received data. In these

codes the parity bits are more than one, so we call r = n − k their number.

In this case, each codeword must satisfy r parity check equations. Usually,

the check equations are expressed in matrix form through the parity check

matrix H with dimension r × n. This matrix describes the code and can be

used to encode/decode data.

Definition 2.2.2 A binary linear block code C(n, k) may be defined through

its r×n parity check matrix H if and only if the following equation is satisfied

c · H> = 0r

where > denotes transposition and 0r is a r-length vector of all-zero elements.

Note as in the case of binary codes the elements of H are in F2.

Another way to obtain c from u is to use the generator matrix G of
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C(n, k).

Definition 2.2.3 The k × n generator matrix G of a binary linear block

code C(n, k) encodes u onto c through the equation

c = u · G.

Note as in the case of binary codes the elements of G are in F2. If G has a

k × k identity sub-matrix, C(n, k) is a systematic code .

From Def. 2.2.1 follows that C(n, k) has 2k codewords that are a subset

of all possible 2n binary vectors of length n. From this observation it derives

that the main decoder task is to attribute the received data to the most likely

sent c. Since sometimes this process fails, the scope of the code design is to

improve this skill of the decoder. The way to design H and G is a peculiarity

of each code family. Clearly, the H and G matrices of C(n, k) can be derived

one from the other. This process is well known in literature. The only relation

that this couple of matrices must satisfy is G · H> = 0. In this sense, H and

G can be used indifferently to encode and decode data. With reference to

the code families considered in this dissertation, H is used for LDPC codes,

while G in polar coding.

Let wH(·) be the Hamming weight of a vector. The c with the lowest

wH(c) determines an important property of C(n, k), the so called minimum

distance dmin of the code. In fact, by using a hard decision on the bit values,

a code C(n, k) can always detect t errors if

t < dmin

and correct e flipped bits if

e ≤ b(dmin − 1/2)c,

where bxc is the largest integer at most equal to x. In scenarios where the

quality or the reliability of the communication must be improved, the mini-

mum distance of C(n, k) plays an important role, since it affects the perfor-
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mance of that code. The higher dmin, the better performance. Thus, if our

goal is to increase the number of errors corrected by the code, its design

should aim to enhance the dmin value. Instead, in the case of (soft decision)

maximum likelihood (ML) decoding, the performance of a code can be esti-

mated through its distance spectrum via the union bound (UB), that is an

upper bound on the block error probability of C(n, k). We use such bound in

Ch. 7, where we also provide a more formal definition.

2.2.1 Low density parity check codes (LDPC)

LDPC codes were first proposed in 1962 by Gallager in his PhD the-

sis [10]. However, due to the available computational resources in those years,

their great correction capabilities remained unused. The LDPC codes remain

unknown until the last decade of the past century, when many researchers

working on block codes rediscovered this code family. Through the activity

of these researchers the incredible potential of LDPC codes was emerged,

and the techniques used nowadays for their design allow to approach the

Shannon’s capacity. Currently, LDPC codes are recommended in many com-

munication standards as: satellite communications, DVB-S2, DVB-T2, Wi-Fi

802.11, 10GBase-T Ethernet.

The main feature of LDPC codes, as suggested by the name, is the sparsity

of their H matrix. Indeed, for this code family H has a small number of non-

zero entries, this way a low complexity at the decoding side is ensured. Due

to the need of a low density in H, usually the design of an LDPC code starts

from that matrix. If necessary, the corresponding G is subsequently derived.

The main difference between LDPC codes and other block codes is their

decoding algorithm. In fact, contrary to classical block codes, in this case an

iterative decoding based an a graphical representation, called Tanner graph,

is used. A Tanner graph T is a bipartite graph composed by two set of nodes:

n variable nodes v and r check nodes c. Each variable node corresponds to

one codeword bit (i.e., one node for each column of H), while each check

node is related to one parity-check equations in H (i.e., one node for each

row). Noting by hij the (i, j)-th element of H, an edge exists between the
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j-th variable node and the i-th check node if and only if hij = 1. The number

of edges connected to a node is called degree of that node and we define as E

the total number of edges in T . In Fig. 2.3 a pictorial example of a possible

H and its Tanner graph is shown. The example is only illustrative, since the

code is not LDPC.

Figure 2.3: An example of a Tanner graph.

The following two polynomials are commonly used to denote the variable

and check node degree distributions

λ(x) =
dv∑

i=1

λix
i−1, (2.1)

ρ(x) =
dc∑

j=2

ρjx
j−1 (2.2)

where dv and dc are the maximum variable and check node degrees, respec-

tively. In λ (x) (ρ (x)), the coefficient λi (ρj) coincides with the fraction of

edges connected to the variable (check) nodes having degree i (j). Therefore,
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λ(x) and ρ(x) are defined from the so called edge perspective. By definition

∑

i

λi = 1

and
∑

j

ρj = 1.

The code rate can be expressed as

R = 1 −
∑dv

i=2 ρi/i∑dc

j=2 λj/j
. (2.3)

In some cases it is more useful to consider the node perspective of λ(x) and

ρ(x). By denoting with λ̃(x) the variable node degree distribution from the

node perspective, the following formula allows to convert λ(x) in λ̃(x)

λ̃i =
λi/i∑dv

k=2 λk/k
. (2.4)

The same reasoning can be applied to the check nodes degree distributions,

by denoting with ρ̃(x) the check node degree distributions from the node

perspectives, and replacing λ with ρ and dv with dc in (2.4).

Concerning the design of the check node degree distribution, we can adopt

a concentrated distribution (i.e., with only two degrees, concentrated around

the mean). This solution has the advantage of being very simple, while achiev-

ing good performance. This way, we obtain

ρ̃(x) = axbcmc + bxdcme,

where cm = E
r

=
∑

j
λ̃j ·j

(1−R)
. The values a and b are computed as

a = dcme − cm, b = cm − bcmc.

If λ(x) and ρ(x) contain only one degree, the LDPC code is called regular,

otherwise irregular. We consider only irregular LDPC codes, since they have

better performance and more degrees of freedom during the design w.r.t.
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regular ones. In fact, from previous considerations, we deduce that through

λ(x) and ρ(x) (or equivalently λ̃(x) and ρ̃(x)) an LDPC code is uniquely

determined. Thus, we provide new solutions to improve the security level of

the communication by acting on the degree distributions of the considered

code. For example, as proposed in this thesis, irregular LDPC codes may by

adopted to protect the message bits in a different manner. In this case an

optimization of the degree distributions is required.

2.2.2 Polar codes

Polar codes, introduced by Stolte and Arikan [11, 12] in the first decade

of 2000, have immediately attracted many researchers, since it is proved that

they achieve the capacity in a binary-input discrete memoryless symmetric

(BI-DMS) channel by using the (low complexity) successive cancellation (SC)

decoding algorithm, in the limit of infinite block length. As for LDPC coding,

also polar codes are well known in literature, therefore we introduce only the

fundamental concepts used in this thesis. As their name suggests, the polar

coding is based on a phenomenon called channel polarization [12]. Through

this process, several virtual copies of the physical BI-DMS channel W are

realized, we call with W i the i-th copy of W . By denoting with W : X → Y ,

where X and Y are the input and output alphabet, respectively, a generic

BI-DMS channel, its transition probability is W (y|x), where x ∈ X and

y ∈ Y . An important parameter of polar coding is the symmetric capacity

I(W ), that is the highest rate at which reliable communication is possible

over W . For a code length that goes to infinity, through the polarization

process, the symmetric capacity of each channel copy I(W i) tends to 0 or

1. In this case, we have a strong separation among the I(W i) values, since

their values can be only equal to 0 or 1. Vice versa, for short codes, I(W i)

assumes also other values within the interval [0, 1], this fact determines a

performance deterioration. Thus, in order to achieve reliable communications,

the k information bits must be sent in the most k reliable copies of W . To

select this sub-set of channel copies, another important parameter in the

polar coding is used, the so called Bhattacharyya parameter Z(W ) [12]
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Z(W ) ,
∑

y∈Y

√
W (y|0)W (y|1). (2.5)

This parameter is used to measure the reliability of each channel copy,

since it is an upper bound on the probability of wrong decision under ML

decoding when W is used only once to transmit 0 or 1. As I(W ), also Z(W )

assumes values in [0, 1]. In general, I(W ) ≈ 1 iif Z(W ) ≈ 0 and vice versa.

So, the most reliable k copies of W correspond to the W i with the lowest

Z(W ) values. The process used to polarize the channel has an impact on

the code design, since the virtual copies of W are realized with a successive

recursions of a kernel. The one proposed by Arikan and used in this thesis is

G2 =


1 0

1 1


 .

In such case, the G matrix is obtained by applying log2 n−times the Kro-

necker product to G2. At the end of this stage a Gn×n matrix is obtained.

Then, the Gk×n matrix of the polar code is obtained by selecting the k rows

with the lowest Bhattacharyya parameter values. This way, in c the k po-

sitions with the lowest Bhattacharyya parameter values are used to send

information bits, while in the remaining r positions called frozen bits, a pre-

determined value is set.

During the past years a lot of systems based on polar coding have been

proposed. For example, different kernels or channel models have been con-

sidered. We design polar codes over a BEC and use the definition of the

Bhattacharyya parameter in (2.5) that is the one proposed in the original

Arikan’s paper [12].

As mentioned, polar codes achieve the capacity under the assumption

of infinite block length. However, for short packet communications, polar

codes under SC decoding tend to exhibit a poor performance. In [13] it was

suggested that such a behavior might be due, on one hand, to an intrinsic

weakness of polar codes and, on the other hand, to the sub-optimality of

SC decoding w.r.t. ML decoding. Improved decoding algorithms were pro-

posed in [13–15], while the structural properties of polar codes (e.g., their
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distance properties) were studied, among others, in [16–21]. The minimum

distance properties of polar codes can be improved by resorting to concate-

nated schemes like the one in [13], where the concatenation of polar codes

with an outer CRC code is considered. This solution, together with the use

of the list decoding algorithm of [13], allows polar codes to become competi-

tive in finite block length regime against other families of codes [22–26]. For

this reason, recently the on-going 3GPP standardization group is considering

the adoption of short polar codes with an outer CRC for the uplink control

channel of the upcoming 5th generation mobile standard [1]. However, a theo-

retical characterization of the performance of concatenated CRC-polar codes

is still an open problem. Furthermore, for a fixed code length, a concate-

nated scheme can be realized with several combinations of the component

codes parameters (e.g., one may choose various CRC polynomials and polar

codes designed for different target signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs)). For such

reason we study concatenated polar codes from a distance spectrum point of

view and propose some solutions to improve their performance.

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have explained the reasons for which error correcting

codes can be used to achieve secure and reliable communication. Then, we

have discussed the rationale of PLS approaches to improve the security of

the data, or more realistically, to introduce a basic level of secrecy that can

be exploited by cryptographic primitives. Finally, some basic elements of the

used coding schemes have been exposed.
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Channel models and security

metrics used in PLS

In this chapter we define the channel models and the security metrics

considered in this work. Since a wireless communication with the presence

of an eavesdropper is well represented by a wire-tap channel [2], in Sec. 3.1

we introduce this model. After that, in Sec. 3.3, the wire-tap channel is then

generalized through a BCC [3]. We consider the case of only Additive White

Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel and quasi-static fading channel (QSFC),

where a Rayleigh fading is included. Our focus is on finite block lengths,

since we aim at evaluating the achievable security levels over continuous

wire-tap channels when using a given practical coding scheme. The target to

exploit practical coding schemes is of crucial importance to make PLS fea-

sible in practice [27–29]. Moreover, short block codes are of current interest

for the next mobile generation (i.e., 5G) and machine-to-machine communi-

cations [30]. Therefore, differently from most previous works, we do not aim

at designing optimized coding schemes to achieve some asymptotic secrecy

target like weak or strong secrecy [31, 32]. Instead, our target is to estimate

the level of PLS which is achievable "for free" by using some given classical

coding schemes. Thus, in this chapter we provide the metrics used to measure

the achievement of these goals, namely, eavesdropper’s equivocation rate and

security gap. Finally, over the BCC model we introduce the concept of UEP
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of data. In such case, we discuss the conditions that lead to a feasible system.

3.1 Wire-tap channel

A PLS scenario may be modeled with a wire-tap channel [2], where a

transmitter (Alice) sends some confidential information to a legitimate re-

ceiver (Bob), in the presence of an eavesdropper (Eve). The transmission

technique used by Alice is perfectly known by both Bob and Eve. However,

the channel between Alice and Bob is inherently different from the channel

between Alice and Eve; hence, only based on this difference, there is the

expectation that the information sent from Alice to Bob is not successfully

retrieved by Eve.

We focus on continuous-output channel models, which are best suited to

describe wireless transmissions. While in previous literature there are some

valuable examples of coding schemes able to achieve secrecy over a discrete

wire-tap channel [33–35], the extension to continuous channels has been faced

only recently [36]. Even previous works considering well established crypto-

graphic security metrics in this context only provide explicit schemes for the

discrete channel case [37]. Obviously, a continuous channel can be converted

into a discrete channel by using hard detection, but this cannot be forced for

an adversary.

After the case of only an AWGN channel between Alice and the receivers,

we consider the fading wire-tap channel shown in Fig. 3.1. Both Bob’s and

Eve’s channels are subject to Rayleigh fading, with fading coefficients hB

and hE, respectively, and affected by AWGN, whose samples are denoted

by nB and nE. In the model we consider a QSFC, where hB and hE are two

independent Rayleigh random variables known by Bob and Eve, respectively,

hence we assume channel state information for the both receiver. The SNRs of

the two channels are generally different, as well as the two vectors received by

Bob and Eve, noted by cB and cE, and the messages they get after decoding,

noted by uB and uE. More precisely, the real and imaginary parts of hB and

hE are Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and variance 1/2; hence the

squared modulus of hB and hE is chi-square distributed. The thermal noise
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Figure 3.1: Fading wire-tap channel model.

is present also in this case. It follows that the SNR per bit (which has to be

specialized for Bob and Eve, but we omit the subscripts B and E for the

sake of simplicity), γ = |h|2Eb/N0, is chi-square distributed as well, with

probability density function

pΓ(γ) =
1

γ
e−γ/γ, γ ≥ 0, (3.1)

where γ = Eb/N0 is the mean value.

3.2 Security metrics

The secrecy performance over wire-tap channels is classically measured

using information-theoretic metrics, like the secrecy capacity, and in asymp-

totic conditions (e.g., infinite code length and random coding). However, we

are interested to assess the performance, in terms of secrecy, achieved by using

practical coding schemes. One of the most common metrics to assess the per-

formance of finite length codes used for transmissions is the average bit error

rate (BER) achieved by using some (possibly optimal) decoder. On the other

hand, as a metric for PLS, we use a parameter which allows for a straight-

forward assessment and comparison of practical transmission schemes, based

on the error rate achieved by Bob and Eve. This parameter is the so-called

security gap, first introduced in [38]. It is defined as the quality ratio between

Bob’s and Eve’s channels that is required to achieve a sufficient level of PLS,
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while ensuring that Bob reliably receives the transmitted information. This

parameter will be further discussed in Sec. 3.2.1.

It must be said that other performance metrics exist, and are also often

used for assessing transmissions over this kind of channels. One of them is the

eavesdropper’s equivocation rate on the secret message [29,39]. Nevertheless,

a high error rate at Eve’s is a necessary condition to achieve information-

theoretic security, and therefore we impose such a constraint in our work.

However, as shown in [40, 41], in some cases this condition is not sufficient.

Therefore, we integrate the analysis based on Eve’s error rate with suitable

information-theoretic metrics for assessing the achievable security levels. We

introduce the eavesdropper equivocation rate as a metric in Sec. 3.2.2.

As the next sections will clarify, from the definitions of the chosen security

metrics, i.e., security gap and eavesdropper equivocation rate, it follows that

they will be adopted for different scopes. Since the first one is based on the

error rate of codes, it is suitable where a comparison among their performance

is of interest. Instead, the latter, due to its closeness with theoretic metrics,

it is advisable when the performance of a finite length code is compared with

asymptotic results. Hence, depending on the goal of the study, we adopt

these two security metrics. In particular, the eavesdropper equivocation rate

is used in Ch. 4, while the security gap in Ch. 5.

3.2.1 Security gap

Let us fix two suitable thresholds for Bob’s and Eve’s frame error rate

(FER), named PB
f

∣∣∣
th

and PE
f

∣∣∣
th

, respectively. In order to have reliability, we

impose that Bob’s mean FER is ≤ PB
f

∣∣∣
th

; dually, in order to have security,

we impose that Eve’s mean FER is ≥ PE
f

∣∣∣
th

. On the other hand, taking

into account the error rate dependence on the SNR, the same conditions can

be translated in terms of the channel quality by imposing γB ≥ γB|th and

γE ≤ γE|th, where γB|th and γE|th are the SNR values corresponding to PB
f

∣∣∣
th

and PE
f

∣∣∣
th

, respectively, and γB and γE are the mean SNRs for Bob and Eve,

respectively. To measure the difference from the Bob’s and Eve’s channel, we
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Figure 3.2: Pictorial representation of the security gap.

may use the security gap defined defined as

Sg =
γB|th
γE|th

. (3.2)

As will be more clear in the following, the definition of the security gap

depends on the considered scenario. In this sense, eq. (3.2) is only one of its

possible statements. According to this definition, it is evident that Sg, that

is always greater than 1, should be kept as close to 1 as possible, in such a

way that the reliability and security targets are reached even with a small

degradation of Eve’s channel quality w.r.t. Bob’s.

An example of Sg computation is shown in Fig. 3.2, where the SNR is

expressed in dB (which justifies the difference in place of the ratio). Based

on its definition, it is clear that the security gap depends on the steepness of

the FER curve: the steeper the slope, the smaller the security gap.

It is also evident that Sg can be equally determined after having fixed the

threshold values PB
b

∣∣∣
th

and PE
b

∣∣∣
th

on the BER instead of the FER. The value

of Sg clearly depends on the decoder used by Bob and Eve, respectively.
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3.2.2 Eavesdropper’s equivocation rate

Let M the secret message sent by Alice over a Gaussian wire-tap channel.

She encodes her message into the codeword c, which uniquely depends on

M and on some random message R generated by Alice for confusing Eve.

We note that the use of a random part of the message is limited to Eve’s

equivocation rate discussion. If the secret message is ks bits long and the

random message is kr bits long, the code rate is R = (ks + kr)/n = k/n. The

secret message rate, instead, is Rs = ks/n. The noisy codewords received

by Bob and Eve are denoted by y and z, respectively. In order to achieve

successful transmission of M over this channel, both the following targets

must be fulfilled

i. M must be reliably decoded by Bob, i.e., with a sufficiently small error

rate (reliability target),

ii. the information about M gathered by Eve must be sufficiently small

(security target).

Concerning the reliability target, in ideal conditions (i.e., infinite code

length and random coding) the channel capacity can be used as the ultimate

code rate limit. In the finite length regime, instead, a practical code must be

designed to allow Bob to achieve a sufficiently low error rate in decoding the

secret message. Concerning the security target, some classical information

theoretic secrecy metrics are only useful in the asymptotic regime. In fact,

denoting by I(a; b) the mutual information between a and b, we have [42]

• Strong secrecy when the total amount of information leaked about M
through observing z goes to zero as n goes to infinity, i.e., lim

n→∞
I(M; z) =

0.

• Weak secrecy when the rate of information leaked about M through

observing z goes to zero as n goes to infinity, i.e., lim
n→∞ I(M; z)/n = 0.

So, these metrics are not useful in order to assess the performance in finite

length conditions.
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However, another metric can be exploited, which was already used in

Wyner’s original work [2]. According to [2], transmission is accomplished in

perfect secrecy when the wire-tapper equivocation rate on the secret message,

Re = 1
n
H(M|z), with H(·) denoting the entropy function, equals the entropy

of the data source. We consider independent and identically distributed secret

messages, therefore the source entropy rate is equal to Rs. So, perfect secrecy

is achieved when the equivocation rate Re equals the secret message rate Rs,

i.e.,

R̃e = Re/Rs = 1. (3.3)

R̃e is called fractional equivocation rate.

Actually, the ultimate limit achievable by the equivocation rate is the

secrecy capacity Cs = CB − CE, where CB and CE are Bob’s and Eve’s

channel capacities, respectively. For a binary-input channel with AWGN and

SNR γ, the capacity is given by the following expression

C (γ) = 1 − 1√
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
e− (y−√

γ)2

2 log2

(
1 + e−2y

√
γ
)
dy. (3.4)

Then, the target is to maximize Re in such a way as to approach the secrecy

capacity. On the other hand, when considering finite length codes, it is ex-

pected that Cs < Rs and another valuable issue is the evaluation of the gap

between the secret message rate and the secrecy capacity.

Concerning the computation of the equivocation rate, it can be shown

that [43]

Re =
1

n
[H(c) − I(c; z) + H(M|z, c) − H(c|M, z)] . (3.5)

From (3.5) it results that this formulation of Eve’s equivocation rate requires

to compute the quantity H(c|M, z), that is, the entropy of c conditioned to

receiving z and knowing the secret message M. Eve obviously does not know

the secret message, therefore we suppose the existence of another (fictitious)

receiver in the same position as Eve’s, knowing the secret message M. We

denote such a receiver as Frank: he receives the same vector z as Eve but,

differently from Eve, he has perfect knowledge of the secret message M.
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Figure 3.3: Wire-tap channel model with fictitious receiver.

Then, he tries to decode z for recovering the random message R, which is the

only source of uncertainty for Frank in order to reconstruct c. The resulting

wire-tap channel model is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.3. The letter M

inside Alice’s and Frank’s boxes points out that the message is known to

both Alice and Frank.

Let us suppose that, in these conditions, Frank experiences a decoding

error probability (or codeword error rate (CER)) equal to θ. By Fano in-

equality we have H(c|M, z) ≤ 1 + kr · θ. We also have H(c) = k and

H(M|z, c) ≤ H(M|c) = 0. Concerning Eve’s channel mutual information

I(c; z), we could obtain a tight upper bound on it as proposed in [44], by

taking into account the code length and the target error rate. Note that the

proposed finite length analysis is not a second-order coding rate analysis as

in [44]. However, by using the classical bound I(c; z) ≤ nCE, we obtain a

limit value which is independent of Eve’s error rate. Such a value cannot be

overcome even if Eve’s error rate changes, therefore it represents a conser-

vative choice for our purposes. Based on these considerations, we can find a

lower bound on Eve’s equivocation rate about the secret message as [43]

Re ≥ 1

n
[k − nCE − krθ − 1] = R − CE − (R −Rs)θ − 1

n
= R∗

e. (3.6)

By looking at (3.6), it is evident that this metric is well suited to assess

the secrecy performance of practical, finite length codes. In fact, the code
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length is taken into account, and the error rate experienced by Frank can

be estimated for practical codes through numerical simulations. Its value

obviously depends on Frank’s SNR, which is the same as Eve’s, and therefore,

according to (3.4), it determines CE. It follows that, for a fixed code length

and rate, the equivocation rate can be maximized by optimizing the choice

of the pair (θ, CE).

3.3 Broadcast channel with confidential mes-

sages (BCC)

In this thesis we also consider a particular case of a wire-tap channel that

well describes the common wireless scenarios, the BCC [3]. This channel

model is a well-known transmission scheme for communications achieving

security at the physical layer, which generalizes Wyner’s wire-tap channel.

Since its introduction, a lot of work has been done to study the BCC from

the information theory standpoint, mostly aimed at computing the secrecy

capacity regions for this channel and its several variants (see [45–47] and

the references therein). More recently, the secrecy capacity regions have been

studied also for the BCC with multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) [48–

50] and cooperative communications [51].

For the classical wire-tap channel, the use of several practical families of

codes has already been investigated: this is the case of lattice codes [52], po-

lar codes [53] and LDPC codes [54]. Instead, for the BCC, despite the large

amount of theoretical work, there is still a lack of practical systems able

to achieve some specific security and reliability targets. The use of coding

is recognized as an important tool also in such a context, but most studies

consider the abstraction of random coding [55], which indeed is difficult to

translate into a practical coding scheme. Only in [56–58] the authors pro-

pose the use of practical polar codes over this special channel. Other, and

even more widespread families of codes, like LDPC codes, have never been

considered in such a context.

We focus on the Gaussian BCC and study some practical LDPC coded
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transmission schemes for achieving reliability and security over this channel.

For this purpose, we follow some recent literature and use the error rate as

a metric [29,54,59–61]. We define suitable reliability and security targets for

the Gaussian BCC in terms of the error rate, and use the concept of security

gap, defined in Section 3.2.1.

3.3.1 Unequal error protection (UEP)

In practical BCC scenarios, different sensitivities to errors are often re-

quired. In this case, a possible solution to achieve different levels of protection

against the noise is to use coding and modulation schemes with UEP. In this

scenario we refer to the public and secret part of the sent message, since it

includes these two kind of information. Hence, in our model, each transmit-

ted message of n bits contains a block of ks ≤ k information bits which are

secret, while the remaining kp = k − ks information bits form a block of

public information. It follows that the secret and public information rates

are Rs = ks

n
and Rp = kp

n
, respectively, and R = Rs +Rp.

In this work, Ps(γ) (Pp(γ)) denotes the block error rate (BLER) for the

secret (public) information block, i.e., the probability that, within a received

frame of n bits, one or more of the ks (kp) secret (public) information bits

are in error after decoding. In order to use the Sg as a metric of the security

level in a BCC, in the following we give its definition applied to this scenario.

Let us fix two small threshold values, δ and η, and define the security and

reliability targets in terms of the decoding error probability as follows

Pp(γ(B)) ≤ δ, (3.7a)

Pp(γ(E)) ≤ δ, (3.7b)

Ps(γ
(B)) ≤ δ, (3.7c)

Ps(γ
(E)) ≥ 1 − η. (3.7d)

Let us suppose that the public information blocks are more protected

against noise than the secret information blocks. This scenario is exemplified
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in Fig. 3.4, where we suppose that the public information blocks experience a

lower BLER than the secret information blocks. Conditions (3.7) can then be

translated in terms of Bob’s and Eve’s SNRs, i.e., γ(B) and γ(E), respectively.

More precisely, by looking at the figure, we have that conditions (3.7a) and

(3.7c) become

γ(B) ≥ max {βp, βs} = βs, (3.8)

whereas conditions (3.7b) and (3.7d) become

βp ≤ γ(E) ≤ αs. (3.9)

It follows from (3.9) that, for the system to be feasible, we must actually

ensure that the public message is more protected against noise than the

secret one (this typically implies Rp < Rs). In fact, if the opposite occurs,

since 1 − η > δ, we have αs < βp, and condition (3.9) cannot be met. From

the theoretical standpoint, the system is feasible even when αs = βp. This

obviously is a limit condition, while from the practical standpoint it is useful

that αs > βp, such that the system remains feasible even when γ(E) has some

fluctuations.

When the system is feasible, i.e., the public message is more protected

against noise than the secret one, and αs ≥ βp, we can compare different

coding techniques by using the security gap Sg, defined as the ratio between

Bob’s minimum SNR and Eve’s maximum SNR

Sg =
βs

αs

. (3.10)

We observe that in this case the definition of security gap is different from

that in (3.2), since it has been explicated by considering a BCC. Based on

the above considerations, the design target is to find codes which make the

system feasible. In fact, differently from the wire-tap channel model, in this

case there is no guarantee that the system is feasible even when Eve has a

degraded channel w.r.t. Bob. Then, a meaningful objective is to find codes

able to achieve small security gaps.

However, we also propose a different approach, in which the target is to
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Figure 3.4: Expected block error rate curves for the public and secret mes-
sages as functions of the SNR.

improve as much as possible the error correcting performance over the most

protected bits. Clearly this strategy leads to a performance degradation of

the less protected bits.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter we have introduced the channel models and the metrics

used to assess the security in a PLS scenario. We have discussed the wire-tap

channel and BCC model and over the latter we have introduced the concept

of UEP. Moreover, we have formally introduced the two considered security

metrics, that are: the security gap and the Eve’s equivocation rate. We have

also discussed some important conditions under which the system is feasible

and secure. Throughout the chapter, we have more times underlined that we

are interested to measure the security achieved by practical coding schemes.

Keeping this observation in mind, in the following some examples that use

the introduced security metrics will be proposed.
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LDPC codes for the wire-tap

channel

Coding for the Gaussian wire-tap channel is a well-established research

topic, but there are some partially unsolved and challenging problems. One

of these issues is to study the secrecy performance in the finite block length

regime. Thus, our scope is to design practical LDPC codes optimized for this

channel model, by assessing their performance in terms of secrecy rate.

To evaluate how far our codes are from optimality, which is achieved in

asymptotic conditions, we use the eavesdropper equivocation rate defined in

Sec. 3.2.2. This permits us to explore the capacity-equivocation regions of

these codes in the finite length regime. We also propose a twofold code opti-

mization tool which allows to design optimal codes in terms of the considered

metrics. Similar twofold code optimizations have been proposed for the relay

channel [62–64], but no solution has been presented for the wire-tap channel,

at our best knowledge. We show that our approach allows to achieve great

flexibility in the choice of the system parameters, as well as higher security

levels w.r.t. previous solutions based on punctured LDPC codes [43].
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4.1 Code design

The most common LDPC code decoding algorithm, which is an instance

of the well-known belief propagation principle, is based on the exchange of

soft messages about each received bit between the nodes of its Tanner graph.

Therefore, the performance of an LDPC code depends on the connections

among the nodes of its Tanner graph. Indeed, a variable node with a greater

number of connected edges has more parity-check equations which verify its

associated bit. On the other hand, check nodes with low degrees correspond

to parity-check equations with less unknowns. The optimization of the code

performance under message passing decoding consists in finding the best

tradeoff between these two effects, and this usually requires irregular degree

distributions. The well-known Density Evolution (DE) algorithm, proposed

in [65], aims at optimizing the pair of degree distributions (λ(x), ρ(x)) in

(2.1) and (2.2) based on the statistics of the decoder messages. However, by

referring to the channel model depicted in Fig. 3.3 and differently from clas-

sical transmission problems, in our setting the same code (chosen by Alice)

is used by three receivers: Bob, Eve and Frank, and the code optimization

should take this into account.

Let us consider the notation and wire-tap channel model introduced in

Sec. 3.2.2. When systematic encoder is used, the transmitted codeword is

c = [M|R|P], where M is the ks bits secret message, R is the kr bits ran-

dom message and P is the r bits redundancy vector added by the encoder.

Obviously, systematic encoding shall be avoided in security applications, es-

pecially if source coding is not optimal. In fact, in such a case, Eve could look

at the systematic part of the received codeword and gather some information

about the secret message parts which are less affected by errors. In practical

systems, systematic encoding can be easily avoided by scrambling the infor-

mation bits prior to encoding [61]. Having this clearly in mind, for our code

design and analysis purposes it is convenient to keep the assumption of sys-

tematic encoding. Under this hypothesis, the code H matrix can be divided

into three blocks as shown in Fig. 4.1, corresponding to the three parts of c.

Bob must use the whole matrix to decode for both the secret and random
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Figure 4.1: Parity-check matrix of the considered codes.

messages (since he does not know in advance any of them), although in the

end he is interested only in M. Eve is in the same condition, although she

receives the signal through a different channel. Frank, instead, has perfect

knowledge of M, and only needs to decode for R. Therefore, he can precom-

pute A · M> = s. Then, he can use s as a syndrome vector and focus on the

reduced parity-check system

[B|C] · [R|P]> = H′ · c′> = s.

Obviously, decoding for a vector having an all-zero syndrome or a different

syndrome is equivalent, due to the code linearity. Hence, Frank performs de-

coding through the LDPC code defined by H′, having rate RF = kr/(kr + r).

The code rate for Bob instead coincides with the overall code rate, i.e.,

RB = k/n. It follows that RF = RB−Rs

1−Rs
. In the setting we consider, it is

important that both Bob’s and Frank’s codes are optimized. In fact, an op-

timized code for Bob allows to approach the channel capacity, which is the

ultimate limit for the reliability target. An optimized code for Frank instead

serves to achieve the desired η with the smallest possible SNR. Since Frank’s

SNR is the same as Eve’s, this reduces Eve’s channel capacity CE.

4.2 Code optimization

We propose an optimization strategy for Bob’s and Frank’s codes based

on the DE algorithm, which is commonly used to optimize a single code,

with some modifications in order to consider the joint optimization target.
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In Section 4.2.1 we briefly recall the steps of the single code optimization and

then in Section 4.2.2 we describe our strategy for the joint code optimization.

As in [65], we use the DE algorithm with Gaussian approximation of the

decoder messages.

4.2.1 Single optimization

The DE algorithm is well-known in the literature; therefore, for the sake

of brevity, we report here only the main equations of [65], as they are used

in the proposed joint code optimization.

Given ρ(x), R and dv, the optimization of λ(x) of a single code is possible

by applying the following constraints:

C1 - Rate constraint
dv∑

i=2

λi

i
=

1

1 −R

dc∑

i=2

ρi

i
.

C2 - Proportion distribution constraint

dv∑

i=2

λi = 1.

C3 - Convergence constraint (from [65, Eq. (16)])

r > h(s, r), ∀r ∈ (0, φ(s)) (4.1)

where s = 2
σ2 , σ2 being the noise variance, and φ(·) will be defined in

(4.3). For 0 < s < ∞ and 0 < r ≤ 1, we define h(s, r) in (4.1) as follows

h(s, r) =
dv∑

i=2

λihi(s, r)
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where

hi(s, r) = φ


s+ (i− 1)

dc∑

j=2

ρjφ
−1
(
1 − (1 − r)j−1

)

 . (4.2)

In (4.1) and (4.2),

φ(x) =





1 − 1√
4πx

∫+∞
−∞ tanh u

2
e− (u−x)2

4x du, if x > 0

1, if x = 0.
(4.3)

Condition (4.1) is equivalent to impose that rl(s) → 0 for l → ∞ [65],

with rl = h(s, rl−1) and r0 = φ(s).

C4 - Stability condition

λ2 <
e

1
2σ2

∑dc

j=2 ρj(j − 1)
. (4.4)

In the single code optimization, the code threshold s∗ is defined as the min-

imum s for which the constraints [C1 −C4] are satisfied. From the definition

of s, it is evident that s∗ corresponds to the maximum noise variance σ2 for

which the constraints are verified.

4.2.2 Joint optimization

In order to perform the joint optimization of Bob’s and Frank’s codes,

we must impose that Frank’s code is somehow contained in Bob’s code (in

other terms, that Frank’s parity-check matrix is a sub-matrix of Bob’s parity-

check matrix). Therefore, in addition to the constraints in Section 4.2.1, we

need another condition. To obtain this further constraint, through (2.4) we

introduce the polynomial λ̃(x) which corresponds to the node perspective of

λ(x).

Since Bob’s parity-check matrix contains Frank’s parity-check matrix, the

number of variable nodes in Bob’s Tanner graph having some fixed degree

must be greater than or equal to that of variable nodes in Frank’s Tanner
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graph having the same degree. Hence, we must take into account the following

further constraint [66]

C5 - Joint optimization constraint

λ̃B,i ≥ λ̃F,i, ∀i ∈
[
2, 3, 4, . . . , d(F )

v

]
,

where λ̃B(x) and λ̃F (x) are Bob’s and Frank’s variable node degree distribu-

tions from the node perspective, respectively, and d(F )
v is Frank’s maximum

variable node degree. C5 adds to [C1 − C4] and the optimum λB(x) must

satisfy all these constraints.

In the joint optimization algorithm, we define the convergence threshold

as the maximum of ζ = σ2
B + σ2

F , denoted by ζ∗, for which the constraints

[C1 − C5] are satisfied. In the expression of ζ, σ2
B and σ2

F are Bob’s and

Frank’s noise variances, respectively. It should be noted that this procedure

differs from optimizing the two codes separately. In fact, in principle, we

could first optimize Frank’s code, and then try to optimize Bob’s code by

taking account the degree distributions obtained for Frank and the constraint

C5. This, however, could impose too strong constraints on Bob’s code degree

distribution, thus preventing to find a good solution for him, too. In fact, some

solutions may exist for which neither Bob’s nor Frank’s degree distributions

are individually optimal, but their joint performance is optimal.

As in [65], in order to design the check node degree distribution, we adopt

a concentrated distribution (i.e., with only two degrees, concentrated around

the mean).

4.3 Numerical results

In order to provide some practical examples, we use the procedure de-

scribed in Section 4.2.2 to design several codes with d(B)
v = d(F )

v = 50. We

consider code rates R = RB = 0.35, 0.5, 0.75 and several values of Rs < RB.

The degree distributions obtained through the joint optimization procedure

are reported in Tab. 4.1.
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Rs 0.33 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.725

RB 0.35 0.5 0.5 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75

i λF,i λB,i λF,i λB,i λF,i λB,i λF,i λB,i λF,i λB,i λF,i λB,i λF,i λB,i

2 0.6677 0.1858 0.4208 0.2259 0.6181 0.2070 0.2187 0.1588 0.2066 0.1382 0.4257 0.1712 0.6181 0.1300

3 0.2279 0.2291 0.1656 0.1701 0.2117 0.2123 0.1826 0.1851 0.1436 0.1549 0.1763 0.1787 0.2117 0.2128

4 - - 0.1192 0.1195 - - - - 0.0280 0.0278 0.1014 0.1029 - -

5 - - - - 0.1445 0.1471 0.0497 0.0449 0.0123 0.0112 - - 0.1445 0.1786

6 0.0267 0.0252 - - 0.0246 0.0254 0.0365 0.0378 0.0248 0.0267 - - 0.0246 0.0354

7 0.0767 0.0751 - - - - 0.0309 0.0317 0.0999 0.1054 - - - -

8 - - 0.0057 0.0061 - - 0.1662 0.1683 - - - - - -

9 - - - - - - - - 0.0539 0.0574 0.1321 0.1410 - -

10 - - 0.2877 0.2907 - - - - 0.0413 0.0409 0.1635 0.1639 - -

11 - 0.0249 - - - - - - 0.0144 0.0175 - - - -

12 - 0.1792 - - - - - - 0.0126 0.0119 - - - -

13 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.0359

14 - - - - - 0.0184 - - - - - - - 0.0625

15 - - - - - 0.2779 - - - - - - - 0.1561

19 - - - - - - - - 0.0637 0.0713 - - - -

20 - - - - - - 0.0154 0.0124 0.0050 0.0190 - - - 0.0031

21 - - - 0.0096 - - 0.0747 0.0954 - - - - - 0.0103

22 - - - - - - 0.0666 0.0659 - - - - - 0.0014

23 - - - - - 0.1109 0.0568 0.0549 - - - - - -

24 - - - - - - - - - - - 0.0307 - -

25 - - - 0.0697 - - 0.1007 0.1016 - - - 0.2106 - -

26 - - - 0.1074 - - - - - - - - - -

32 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.1727

34 - 0.0203 - - - - - - - - - - - -

36 - 0.0844 - - - - - - - - - - - -

38 - 0.0716 - - - - - - - - - - - -

39 - 0.0652 - - - - - - 0.2929 0.2946 - - - -

40 - 0.0382 - - - - - - - - - - - -

50 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0010 0.0011 0.0010 0.0012 0.0432 0.0010 0.0232 0.0010 0.0010 0.0011 0.0012
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Concerning the choice of the degrees of x allowed in the two polynomials,

the only constraints we impose are that they must not overcome the maxi-

mum values d(B)
v and d(F )

v , and that the number of nodes of degree 2 must

be such that the stability condition (4.4) is met by both codes.

To provide some examples of finite length codes, we consider LDPC codes

with length n1 = 10000 and n2 = 50000; Frank’s code length is then ob-

tained from these values by considering the submatrix H′. Once having de-

fined the degree distributions, the parity-check matrices are designed through

the Progressive Edge Growth (PEG) algorithm [67]. The numerical results

are obtained by considering, for all coding schemes, binary phase shift keying

(BPSK) modulation over the AWGN channel. When considering finite length

codes, through numerical simulations we are able to determine the values of

the SNR per bit (Eb/N0) that ensure a given CER. These values are reported

in Tab. 4.2, for both Bob and Frank, assuming CER = 10−2 and several val-

ues of Rs. In the table, the values of Eb

N0

∣∣∣
th

identify the codes convergence

thresholds obtained through DE. These values represent the ultimate perfor-

mance bounds achievable in asymptotic conditions (i.e., infinite code length).

The values of Eb

N0

∣∣∣
n1

and Eb

N0

∣∣∣
n2

instead represent the SNR working points, es-

timated through simulations, for the practical codes with lengths n1 and n2,

respectively. We observe from Tab. 4.2 that, for Bob’s code, the finite length

performance approaches the asymptotic threshold as the code rate increases.

Indeed, for RB = 0.75 and code length equal to n1 and n2, the gap between

the asymptotic threshold and the finite length codes performance is about

0.4 dB and 0.2 dB, respectively.

As a security metric we use the lower bound R∗
e on the equivocation rate,

computed according to (3.6) and the values in Tab. 4.2. The secrecy capacity

Cs, that represents the ultimate limit achievable by the equivocation rate, is

also computed for the cases of interest, and used as a benchmark. We compute

Cs under the hypothesis of ideal coding, i.e., that Bob’s and Frank’s code

rates coincide with the respective channel capacities. Since Frank’s and Eve’s

channels coincide, it follows that Cs = RB −RF = Rs
1−RB

1−Rs
. In order to assess

if practical codes can approach the perfect secrecy condition (3.3), we then

compute the fractional lower bound on the equivocation rate R̃∗
e = R∗

e/Rs
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Table 4.2: SNR working points of the considered coding schemes for several
values of Rs and RB; the values of Eb

N0
are in dB.

Rs RB
Eb

N0

∣∣∣
B

th

Eb

N0

∣∣∣
F

th

Eb

N0

∣∣∣
B

n1

Eb

N0

∣∣∣
F

n1

Eb

N0

∣∣∣
B

n2

Eb

N0

∣∣∣
F

n2

0.33 0.35 -0.14 -1.52 1.10 3.82 0.72 3.18

0.4 0.5 0.41 -0.52 1.00 0.76 0.78 0.44

0.45 0.5 0.42 -0.69 1.12 1.22 0.82 0.98

0.5 0.75 1.73 0.38 2.14 1.17 1.94 0.84

0.6 0.75 1.72 -0.14 2.12 0.98 1.97 0.63

0.7 0.75 1.75 -0.52 2.13 0.91 1.92 0.60

0.725 0.75 1.75 -0.69 2.18 2.11 1.96 1.59

both in asymptotic conditions and in the finite code length regime, and com-

pare its values with the fractional secrecy capacity C̃s = Cs/Rs = 1−RB

1−Rs
. The

values so obtained are reported in Fig. 4.2, for the same values of Rs consid-

ered in Tabs. 4.1 and 4.2. As an example, for the considered code parameters

and Rs = 0.725, we find that in asymptotic conditions the designed codes ap-

proach the secrecy capacity and the perfect secrecy condition. Notably, even

using relatively short codes, with 10000-bit codewords, the fractional equiv-

ocation rate is close to 0.8. For the sake of comparison, we consider some

results reported in [43] for the scheme based on punctured LDPC codes. The

corresponding points are marked with an asterisk in Fig. 4.2. Those results

consider codes with length n = 106, at which the performance of LDPC

codes usually approaches the DE threshold. However, the asymptotic per-

formance achieved by the degree distributions found through the proposed

approach exhibits some gain at the same secret message rates. Furthermore,

for Rs = 0.43, even our schemes with n = 10000 and n = 50000 outperform

that proposed in [43] with n = 106.

From Fig. 4.2 it results that the best performance in terms of Eve’s equiv-

ocation rate is achieved when the secret message rate approaches the code

rate. This could seem counterintuitive, since suggests to use few random

bits to confuse the eavesdropper. However, in this condition RF is small and

Frank is able to reach the desired performance at low SNR. The latter co-

incides with Eve’s channel SNR, therefore Eve’s equivocation rate is large.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between Cs

Rs
, R∗

e

Rs
calculated through the asymptotic

threshold values, R∗
e

Rs
for code length n1, and R∗

e

Rs
for code length n2, as a

function of Rs.

On the other hand, imposing that Eve’s channel has a too low SNR is not

realistic, therefore some randomness shall always be used in order to relax

the constraints on Eve’s channel quality.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, by using suitable reliability and security metrics, we have

computed performance bounds in the asymptotic regime and assessed the

achievable performance under the hypothesis of finite codeword lengths. To

achieve this aim we have considered the case of a wire-tap channel with a

fictitious receiver. In this scenario, we have proposed a strategy that, based on

the well known DE algorithm, allow us to obtain a twofold optimization of the

code. Through the concept of fractional equivocation rate, the performance

obtained with our solution and those presented in previous works have been
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compared. Results show that our codes are able to approach the ultimate

performance limits even with relatively small block lengths.



Chapter 5

LDPC codes for the BCC

In this chapter we consider the case of a BCC and show as LDPC codes

with UEP capabilities are preferable in this context to satisfy the feasibility

conditions in (3.7). As explained in Sec. 3.3.1, to achieve a feasible system

different error rates are needed for the public and secret part of the message.

For this reason, we use irregular LDPC codes, since they have an inherent

UEP property. In fact, by considering the code Tanner graph, the variable

nodes with the higher degrees in λ(x) have greater number of connected check

nodes, i.e., the corresponding codeword bit is involved in a larger number of

parity check equations. Thus, a different protection level can be achieved by

mapping the highest degrees of λ(x) over the most protected bits, while the

other degrees are associated to the less protected bits. Since one of the main

aims of this chapter is to compare the performance achieved through finite

length codes, we resort to the concept of security gap defined in Sec. 3.3.1 to

accomplish this goal.

5.1 UEP LDPC vs. no UEP LDPC codes

In this section we assess LDPC codes with and without UEP capabilities.

This way, we can observe as codes with this property are useful in a BCC.

To achieve our aim, first we consider two separate codes for the public and

secret part of the massage, then we compare their results with those obtained
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with a single UEP LDPC.

In order to increase the difference between the two levels of protection

against noise for the public and secret messages, we can resort to message

concatenation [61] and all-or-nothing transforms (AONTs) [68]. Let us sup-

pose that L secret messages, each with length ks, are concatenated and then

transformed through an AONT. The transformed string is then transmitted

in L fragments, which replace the original messages. Only if all of them are

correctly received, the AONT can be inverted and the L secret messages

successfully obtained; otherwise, none of them can be even partially recov-

ered. Through concatenation, the error probability on each secret message

becomes

P (L)
s (γ) = 1 − [1 − Ps(γ)]L ≥ Ps(γ).

Hence, for a given γ(E) = γ̄(E), if Ps(γ̄(E)) does not meet the security

condition, we can resort to message concatenation and AONTs, and find a

suitable value of L such that P (L)
s (γ̄(E)) overcomes the security threshold.

Obviously, when we introduce message concatenation and AONTs, we

must replace Ps(γ) with P (L)
s (γ) also for Bob. Hence, the use of these tools is

paid in terms of the SNR working point for Bob, which increases w.r.t. the

case without concatenation. In addition, increasing L increases the latency for

receiving the secret message. Concerning the implementation of an AONT,

several examples can be found in the literature. For the purposes of this

study, we observe that scrambling the information bits through a linear (and

dense) map can achieve features similar to those of an AONT, thanks to the

randomness of the errors induced by the channel [61].

We note that AONTs can also be used, at higher layers, to achieve some

desired level of computational security. In fact, the condition (3.7d) only

guarantees that Eve’s decoder has a high error probability on the secret

blocks. However, this does not exclude that some secret blocks may be cor-

rectly decoded by Eve. Furthermore, even when Eve’s decoder is in error,

some bits within the block may be correct. Therefore, as often occurs in

PLS and as described in Sec. 2.1, this setting represents a substrate which

must be exploited by higher layer protocols to achieve some desired level of
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computational security.

5.1.1 Using two different LDPC codes

Let us suppose to use two different LDPC codes to encode the public and

the secret information blocks. For the sake of simplicity, our choice is to split

the transmitted frame into two codewords of length n/2. One of these two

codewords is obtained from an LDPC code LDPCp, having rate Rp, and car-

ries the kp public information bits. The other codeword belongs to an LDPC

code LDPCs, with rate Rs and corresponds to the ks secret information bits.

Since the two codes have the same length, provided that they are well de-

signed, it must be Rp < Rs to achieve a higher level of protection against

noise for the public information block, to meet the conditions (3.7).

Example 5.1.1 Let us consider n = 2048 and two LDPC codes with the

following parameters:

• LDPCp: length 1024, rate Rp = 0.2.

• LDPCs: length 1024, rate Rs = 0.8.

Their variable and check node degree distributions have been optimized

through the tools available in [69]. Concerning the choice of the node de-

grees, for the variable nodes we have used the same degrees we will consider

in Example 5.1.2, while for the check nodes we have considered a concen-

trated distribution, as introduced in Sec. 2.2.1.

The resulting variable and check node degree distributions are, respec-

tively,

λ(x) = 0.1765x19 + 0.2392x18 + 0.0638x17 + 0.0988x16

+ 0.0117x15 + 0.1976x2 + 0.2124x,

ρ(x) = 0.1607x6 + 0.8393x5,
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Figure 5.1: Error rate curves for two different LDPC codes with length n =
1024 and rates Rp = 0.2, Rs = 0.8, with and without concatenation of the
secret messages (indicated in the superscript of Ps(γ)).

for the first code, and

λ(x) = 0.8815x2 + 0.1185x,

ρ(x) = 0.1708x14 + 0.8292x13,

for the second code. These degree distributions have been used to design

the parity-check matrices of the two codes LDPCp and LDPCs through the

zigzag-random construction [67,70]. The performance of these codes, assessed

through numerical simulations, and using the log-likelihood ratio sum prod-

uct algorithm (LLR-SPA) [71] with 100 maximum iterations for decoding, is

reported in Fig. 5.1, also considering some examples of concatenation of the

secret message (L = 100, 1250, 10000).
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5.1.2 Using a single UEP LDPC code

Let us suppose to use a single UEP LDPC code with length n. Most of

the existing works on UEP LDPC codes aim at designing codes with three

PCs:

• PC1 contains k1 < k information bits which are those most protected

against noise.

• PC2 contains k2 = k − k1 information bits which are less protected

against noise than those in PC1.

• PC3 contains the whole redundancy part (r = n− k bits).

Codes of this kind are suitable for the considered scenario. In fact, given an

UEP LDPC code with the three PCs outlined above, we can map the public

message bits into PC1 (i.e., kp = k1) and the secret message bits into PC2

(i.e., ks = k2).

To design LDPC codes with good UEP properties, several approaches

have been proposed in the literature [70, 72, 73]. All these methods aim at

optimizing the node degree distributions in such a way that the variable node

degrees are spanned in a wide range, and good convergence thresholds are

achieved under iterative decoding. Then the variable nodes with the highest

degrees are mapped into the bits of PC1, whereas the others form PC2 and

PC3 (depending on their association with information or redundancy bits).

Once the variable node degree distribution λ(x) has been designed, the

number of bits in PC1 can be easily obtained by converting λ(x) from the

edge perspective to the node perspective with (2.4), and then computing the

fraction of variable nodes with the highest degrees, that are those in PC1.

As discussed in Sec. 2.2.1 we adopt a concentrated distribution for the check

node degrees, as already done for the case of two different LDPC codes in

Sec. 5.1.1.

Example 5.1.2 Let us consider the following UEP LDPC variable node

degree distribution taken from [73, Tab. 3], with some minor modifications
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Figure 5.2: Error rate curves for an UEP LDPC code with length n = 1024
and PC1 and PC2 with proportions 20% − 80%, with and without concate-
nation of secret messages (indicated in the superscript of Ps(γ)).

to adapt the proportion between PC1 and PC2 in such a way that it coincides

with the one used in Example 5.1.1

λ(x) = 0.0025x19 + 0.0009x18 + 0.0031x17 + 0.0630x16

+ 0.3893x15 + 0.2985x2 + 0.2427x.

The corresponding node perspective distribution is

λ̃(x) = 0.0005x20 + 0.0002x19 + 0.0007x18 + 0.0151x17

+ 0.0835x16 + 0.4054x3 + 0.4946x2.

The nodes in PC1 are those with degree ≥ 16, while those with degree

≤ 3 are in PC2 or PC3 depending on their association to information bits or

redundancy bits. This way, we find that PC1 and PC2 contain, respectively,
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Figure 5.3: Error rate curves for an UEP LDPC code with length n = 2048
and PC1 and PC2 with proportions 20% − 80%, with and without concate-
nation of secret messages (indicated in the superscript of Ps(γ)).

20% and 80% of the information bits. By using this distribution for the

variable nodes and a concentrated degree distribution for the check nodes,

we have designed three UEP LDPC codes with n = 1024, 2048 and 4096.

As above, their parity-check matrices have been obtained through the zigzag

random construction. The performance obtained by these codes under LLR-

SPA decoding with 100 maximum iterations is reported in Figs. 5.2-5.4. Some

examples of the use of concatenation of secret messages are also shown in

Figs. 5.2 and 5.3.

5.1.3 Performance assessment

We fix two values for the reliability and security thresholds in (3.7),

namely, δ = 10−4 and η = 0.1. Actually, one could think that a decod-

ing error probability equal to 0.9 for Eve does not represent a condition of

sufficient security. However, we remind that this setting only provides a sub-
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Figure 5.4: Error rate curves for an UEP LDPC code with length n = 4096
and PC1 and PC2 with proportions 20% − 80%.

strate over which any desired level of computational security can be achieved

through higher layer techniques, as described in Section 2.1. Furthermore,

our purpose is just to compare the considered coding schemes, not to define

any absolute security level. For each coding scheme, we choose the smallest

value of L concatenated secret messages such that the system is feasible, i.e.,

αs ≥ βp in (3.9). Finally, we compute the values of βs and the security gap

Sg, according to (3.10).

The results obtained by considering the coding schemes in Examples 5.1.1

and 5.1.2 are reported in Tab. 5.1 [74]. From these examples, we observe

that using UEP LDPC codes is actually effective for implementing practical

transmission schemes over the BCC, since the system feasibility is achieved

even with a small number of concatenated messages, and the security gap

values are in the order of 3 − 3.3 dB. Increasing the block length improves

performance: apart from a small reduction in the security gap, longer codes

require a smaller SNR for Bob and less concatenation. In fact, while an UEP
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Table 5.1: Performance assessment of the coding schemes in Examples 5.1.1
and 5.1.2 (βp, αs, βs and Sg are in dB) .

Scheme n L βp αs βs Sg

UEP 1024 10 2.34 2.46 5.74 3.28

non-UEP 2048 1250 3.81 3.83 6.65 2.82

UEP 2048 5 2.13 2.37 5.43 3.06

UEP 4096 1 1.99 2.01 4.98 2.97

LDPC code with n = 1024 requires L = 10 and βs = 5.74 dB, by increasing

n to 4096 we reduce βs to less than 5 dB (thus reducing Bob’s SNR), and

we no longer need the concatenation of secret messages for the system to

be feasible. Instead, using two different codes is not a good choice, as we

observe by comparing the second and the third rows of Tab. 5.1. In fact, for

n = 2048, the two non-UEP LDPC codes considered in Example 5.1.1 achieve

some small reduction in the security gap, but they require a very high level

of concatenation (L = 1250) for the system to be feasible. This increases the

minimum SNR for Bob by more than 1 dB, and also has detrimental effects

on the system latency.

5.2 Fading BCC

In the previous section, we have supposed a Gaussian channel between

Alice and the receivers. In order to investigate the performance achieved by

UEP LDPC codes in a more realistic scenario, in the following we consider

a BCC also affected by fading. In particular, we aim at designing suitable

coding and modulation schemes to achieve a feasible communication in a

QSFC. A pictorial example of the considered channel model is reported in

Fig. 3.1.

The SNRs on the two channels, noted by γ(B) and γ(E), result from the

combination of the AWGN contribution and the Rayleigh fading contribu-

tion. The average SNRs are equal to γ̄(B) and γ̄(E) for Bob and Eve, re-

spectively. According to the Rayleigh fading model and (3.1), the probability
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density functions of γ(B) and γ(E) are

pγ(B)(x) =
1

γ̄(B)
e−x/γ̄(B)

, x ≥ 0 (5.1a)

pγ(E)(x) =
1

γ̄(E)
e−x/γ̄(E)

, x ≥ 0 (5.1b)

We suppose to have average channel state information (CSI), that is, Alice

knows the values of γ̄(B) and γ̄(E). Several works in the literature assume to

have perfect CSI, that is, Alice knows exactly the values of γ(B) and γ(E)

for each transmitted codeword. We prefer to make the assumption of having

only average CSI, since it is more realistic for a practical system like the one

we want to address.

5.2.1 System feasibility and outage

Let us suppose that we use a coding and modulation scheme which of-

fers a higher level of protection against noise to the public information part

w.r.t. the secret information part. Typical error rate curves for this case are

reported in Fig. 3.4. As explained in Sec. 3.3.1, when some fluctuations on the

Eve’s channel may occur, the condition in which she has a degraded channel

w.r.t. Bob does not suffice to make the system feasible as it occurs for the

wire-tap channel model.

Therefore, provided that the system is feasible, in the following we assess

and compare different coding and modulation schemes by computing the

security gap Sg.

Bob’s outage

When Bob receives a transmitted codeword, he must be able to meet

the reliability conditions (3.7a) and (3.7c). From (3.8) we have that both

these conditions are met when γ(B) ≥ βs, hence an outage event occurs when

γ(B) < βs. We denote by ξ the probability of such an event, and from (5.1a)

we have
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ξ = P
{
0 ≤ γ(B) < βs

}
=
∫ βs

0
pγ(B)(x)dx = 1 − exp

(
− βs

γ̄(B)

)
.

We suppose to have average CSI on both channels, hence the transmission

power can be chosen such that the probability of outage is not greater than

some fixed value ξmax, that is

γ̄(B) ≥ γ̄
(B)
min = − βs

ln (1 − ξmax)
. (5.2)

Eve’s outage

When Eve receives a transmitted codeword, two outage events can occur:

• The reliability condition (3.7b) on the public information is not met.

We define ωr the probability of this event.

• The security condition (3.7d) on the secret information is not met. We

define ωs the probability of this event.

Based on (5.1b), we have

ωr = P
{
0 ≤ γ(E) < βp

}
=
∫ βp

0
pγ(E)(x)dx = 1 − exp

(
− βp

γ̄(E)

)

and

ωs = P
{
γ(E) > αs

}
=
∫ ∞

αs

pγ(E)(x)dx = exp

(
− αs

γ̄(E)

)
.

Since the two outage events are incompatible, the overall outage proba-

bility for Eve is

ω = ωr + ωs = 1 − exp

(
− βp

γ(E)

)
+ exp

(
− αs

γ(E)

)
. (5.3)

As we suppose to have average CSI on both channels, we can assume that

γ̄(E) is chosen in such a way that ω equals its minimum, ωmin. This optimal
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value of γ̄(E), named γ̄
(E)
opt , can be easily found by computing the derivative

of ω w.r.t. γ̄(E), that is,

dω

dγ̄(E)
=
αs exp

(
− αs

γ̄(E)

)
− βp exp

(
− βp

γ̄(E)

)

(γ̄(E))2
.

Then, γ̄(E)
opt is obtained by setting dω

dγ̄(E) = 0. This way, we have

γ̄
(E)
opt =

βp − αs

ln
(

βp

αs

) .

Therefore, by taking Bob’s and Eve’s outage probabilities (i.e., ξmax and

ωmin) into account, we can compute the security gap as

Sg =
γ̄

(B)
min

γ̄
(E)
opt

.

5.2.2 Numerical results

As in Sec. 5.1.2, also in this case we consider an UEP LDPC code with

three PCs and the same variable node degree distributions in Example 5.1.2.

Moreover, our code has n = 4096 and overall rate R = 1/2 and its parity

check matrix is constructed through the zigzag-random approach. Since we

use UEP LDPC codes to map the first two PCs to the public and the secret

information bits, in the case of fading channel, it is advisable to ensure that

a high level of separation exists between these two classes, in such a way that

possible fluctuations of the error rate on one of them do not affect the error

rate on the other. For this purpose, we design the parity-check matrix in such

a way as to keep the number of parity-check equations which are common

between the first two PCs as small as possible, while still achieving good

performance. To achieve this aim, the bits in the PC1 are always transmitted

by using BPSK modulation, while for the bits in the PC2 several quadrature

amplitude modulation (QAM) formats have also been tested. For the latter,

we have adopted the labeling known as Yarg [75], which has been suitably

designed for physical layer security contexts. Concerning QAM transmissions,
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Figure 5.5: Error rate curves for an UEP LDPC code with length 4096 and
PC1 and PC2 with proportions 20% − 80%. The bits in the PC1 are always
BPSK modulated, while the performance of several QAM schemes with Yarg
labeling on the bits in the PC2 is reported.

they have been implemented through a pragmatic approach, by mapping

groups of bits into QAM symbols, and then using a classical symbol-to-bit

soft metric conversion before LDPC decoding.

The performance of our code has been assessed by simulating transmission

over a Gaussian channel with SNR per bit equal to γ, and by performing

decoding through the LLR-SPA. The results obtained, in terms of Pp(γ) and

Ps(γ), is reported in Fig. 5.5.

Also in this case we fix δ = 10−4 and η = 0.1 in (3.7). Based on these

choices, from Fig. 5.5 we obtain βp = 0.75 dB, while αs and βs vary according

to the modulation scheme used for the secret information bits. The values

taken by αs and βs for the considered modulation schemes are reported in
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Table 5.2: Performance of the considered coding and modulation schemes (all
values are in dB, except the outage probability)

Scheme αs
ωmin

γ̄
(E)
opt βs γ̄

(B)
min Sg

(ξmax)

BPSK 2.95 0.81 1.90 5.35 3.14 1.24

64 QAM 12.25 0.24 7.70 14.12 19.73 12.03

128 QAM 15.78 0.13 10.25 17.67 26.23 15.98

512 QAM 20.64 0.05 13.99 22.94 35.84 21.85

2048 QAM 25.27 0.02 17.73 28.49 45.44 27.71

Tab. 5.2 [76].

Starting from the values of αs and βs, we can compute Eve’s overall outage

probability ω (5.3), as a function of Eve’s average SNR per bit, γ̄(E). The

values of ω, so obtained, are reported in Fig. 5.6 for the considered secret

information modulation formats. Then, the value of ωmin is easily obtained,

as well as the value of γ̄(E)
opt for which ω = ωmin. These values are also reported

in Tab. 5.2. Concerning Bob, we have fixed a maximum outage probability

ξmax = ωmin, and computed the corresponding minimum value of his average

SNR per bit, γ̄(B)
min, according to (5.2). The values of γ̄(B)

min, so obtained, are

also reported in Tab. 5.2.

Based on these results, we observe that, when both the public and the

secret information bits are modulated with BPSK, the outage probability

for Eve is always very large (more than 0.8). Therefore, although the sys-

tem is theoretically feasible, in practice the fading nature of the channel

rarely allows to achieve a successful transmission. The situation improves by

adopting higher modulation orders for the private information bits, which

also increases the values of αs. This way, the outage probability for Eve is

progressively reduced. When we adopt a QAM scheme with 2048 symbols,

Eve’s outage probability can be reduced down to 0.02. Under the hypothesis

that Bob’s outage probability is the same as Eve’s outage probability (or

less), we observe that there is a tradeoff between the outage probability and

the security gap. In fact, if we are able to tolerate a high probability of out-

age, the system requires small security gaps (in the order of 10 dBs or even
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Figure 5.6: Eve’s outage probability ω as a function of Eve’s average SNR
per bit γ̄(E) for an UEP LDPC coded transmission with BPSK-modulated
public information bits and several QAM formats with Yarg labeling on the
secret information bits.

less). Instead, if we aim at small outage probabilities, we need large security

gaps (in the order of 20 or 30 dBs).

5.3 Coding and modulation schemes with larger

UEP

As it is clear from the discussion above, often in practical communication

systems, to satisfy the reliable conditions in (3.7), a wide separation between

the error rate performance of the public and secret part of the message is

required. For example, it is usually important that the header of each received

packet is reliably received to allow correct synchronization and decoding,

while some rare errors in the payload may be tolerated (e.g., in multimedia

transmissions). As we have shown previously, a solution to achieve different
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levels of protection against the noise is to use coding and modulation schemes

with UEP. In this case, contrary to the approach in Sec.5.1 and also other

works in literature [70,72,73,77], our goal is not optimize the overall (average)

performance of the code. Clearly, this is an important target, but it may result

in a limited separation between the performance experienced over different

PCs.

Thus, in this section we propose a different approach, aimed at improving

the error correcting performance over the most protected bits without the

constraint of achieving good performance also on the least protected ones.

For this purpose, we have developed an asymptotic analysis tool which al-

lows to estimate the performance over each PC. We also consider high order

modulation schemes which allow to increase the spectral efficiency at some

cost in performance, and therefore may be of interest for the least protected

bits. A solution to study the asymptotic performance of UEP LDPC codes

with high order modulation schemes is proposed in [78], but considering the

overall check node degree distribution. Instead, we have proposed a method

to study the asymptotic performance over each protection class separately.

As in Sec. 4.2, our solution is based on the well known DE algorithm [65,79]

that, given the node degree distributions of an LDPC code, allows to predict

the performance of a code in asymptotic terms (i.e., under the hypothesis of

infinite code length and absence of closed loops in the Tanner graph).

As in the previous sections, we divide the codeword bits into three PCs.

As shown in [70], the UEP capabilities can be increased by reducing the

number of edges shared by nodes belonging to different PCs. We also show

how to compute the maximum number of check nodes which is possible to

reserve to the bits belonging to PC1. Since the highest degrees of λ(x) ensure

a greater protection against the noise, the corresponding nodes are assigned

to PC1, whereas the others form the remaining protection classes. We put

the highest weight columns of H in the leftmost positions, which therefore

correspond to the k1 codeword bits belonging to PC1. The subsequent k2

codeword bits belong to PC2, and the last r bits belong to PC3. For each

protection class PCi, i = 1, 2, 3, we consider the corresponding sub-matrix

H(i) of H and compute λ(i)(x) and ρ(i)(x). Differently from [70], we normalize
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Figure 5.7: General form of the parity-check matrix of the designed UEP
LDPC codes.

all the degree distribution polynomials, such that their coefficients sum to

one.

5.3.1 Design of the UEP LDPC parity-check matrix

We aim at controlling the level of interconnection between any two pro-

tection classes by controlling the connections between the variable nodes of

each protection class and the check nodes. In order to improve the perfor-

mance over PC1, we must design H in such a way as to maximize the number

of check nodes connected to its variable nodes, and not to those in PC2. For

this purpose, we impose that some check nodes are connected only to vari-

able nodes in PC1 and PC3. Since encoding is systematic, these check nodes

represent parity-check equations which only involve information bits in PC1

and redundancy bits; therefore, we can say that the corresponding parity-

check equations are reserved to PC1. We denote the number of these check

nodes as r1 ≤ r, and their fraction as µ = r1/r.

A pictorial example of this approach is illustrated in Fig. 5.7, where the

zigzag-random construction of H is considered. According to this construc-

tion, the rightmost square block of H has the "staircase" form shown in Fig.

5.7. Then, we divide the leftmost block into four sub-blocks, three of which
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(denoted by A, B and C) may contain non-zero elements, while the fourth,

denoted by 0, is an all-zero block. As we see from the figure, the bits in PC1

may take part in all the parity-check equations (since the blocks A and B con-

tain both zeros and ones), while the bits in PC2 may only take part in the last

r2 = r−r1 parity-check equations (since only the block C contains both zeros

and ones). If one wishes to achieve maximum separation between PC1 and

PC2, r1 has to be maximized (under some constraint imposed by the degree

distributions, as described next). Instead, classical approaches [70,72,73,77]

exploit the whole matrix to optimize the overall performance, and therefore

fix µ = r1 = 0. Obviously, increasing r1 is paid in terms of some loss in

performance over PC2, but this is counterbalanced by significant improve-

ments in performance over PC1, as we will show next. This also increases the

performance gap between the first two protection classes. For a code defined

through the polynomials λ(x) and ρ(x), an upper bound on the value of r1

can be easily computed as

r1 ≤ r − k2

∑dv2
i=1 λ

(2)
i · i

∑dc

j=1 ρj · j
, (5.4)

where dv2 is the maximum variable node degree in PC2 and dc is the maxi-

mum overall check node degree. This follows from the consideration that any

check node connected to a variable node in PC2 cannot be reserved to PC1.

In order to compare our results with those reported in previous works,

we start from the optimized variable node degree distribution provided in

[73], with some minor modifications needed to comply with the size of the

protection classes we consider. As in the previous sections, in our code PC1

contains 20% of the information bits, PC2 contains the remaining 80% of the

information bits and PC3 contains all the redundancy bits. The overall code

rate R is equal to 1/2. The nonzero coefficients of the normalized λ(i)(x) from

which we start are reported in Tab. 5.3, for i = 1, 2, 3. From [73], we also

assume, as starting point to be used in (5.4), ρ(x) = 0.0437x7 + 0.9563x8.

We consider two values of code length: n1 = 4096 and n2 = 16384.

For these parameters, we obtain through (5.4) that the maximum value of

µ is about 0.7. We then consider three different values of µ, namely: 0.3, 0.5
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Table 5.3: Normalized variable node degree distributions within the three
protection classes

λ(1)(x) λ(2)(x) λ(3)(x)

λ
(1)
16 = 0.8485 λ

(2)
3 = 1 λ

(3)
2 = 0.9854

λ
(1)
17 = 0.1373 λ

(3)
3 = 0.0146

λ
(1)
18 = 0.0067

λ
(1)
19 = 0.0020

λ
(1)
20 = 0.0055

and 0.7, in addition to µ = 0, which represents the classical approach [73].

The choice of µ obviously affects only the rows of H. We report ρ̃(i)(x),

i = 1, 2, 3, in Tab. 5.4, for the values of µ we consider. A first set of simulation

results, considering the AWGN channel with BPSK, is reported in Fig. 5.8 in

terms of the BER as a function of the SNR per bit (Eb/N0). We observe that

the classical approach (µ = 0) achieves good performance over PC2, which

always dominates the overall average performance. Through the proposed

method (µ > 0), the performance gap between PC1 and PC2 increases. In

fact, by increasing µ, the error rate performance over PC1 improves, while

that over PC2 worsens.

5.3.2 Asymptotic performance

The asymptotic performance of LDPC code ensembles over the AWGN

channel with sum-product decoding can be estimated through the DE tech-

nique, by using a Gaussian approximation for the message densities [65].

The messages exchanged and iteratively updated during sum-product decod-

ing are the log likelihood ratio (LLR) values of the received bits. However,

while in classical density evolution the received bits are undifferentiated, we

need to take into account their separation into PCs, and to consider the node

degree distributions within each class. For this purpose, we start from the
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Table 5.4: Normalized check node degree distributions from the node per-
spective within the three protection classes for some choices of µ

µ ρ̃(1)(x) ρ̃(2)(x) ρ̃(3)(x)

0 ρ̃
(1)
0 = 0.0298 ρ̃

(2)
0 = 0.0757 ρ̃

(3)
1 = 0.0005

ρ̃
(1)
1 = 0.1133 ρ̃

(2)
1 = 0.1953 ρ̃

(3)
2 = 0.9995

ρ̃
(1)
2 = 0.2026 ρ̃

(2)
2 = 0.2734

ρ̃
(1)
3 = 0.2427 ρ̃

(2)
3 = 0.2451

ρ̃
(1)
4 = 0.1968 ρ̃

(2)
4 = 0.1455

ρ̃
(1)
5 = 0.1274 ρ̃

(2)
5 = 0.0508

ρ̃
(1)
6 = 0.0557 ρ̃

(2)
6 = 0.0132

ρ̃
(1)
7 = 0.0317 ρ̃

(2)
7 = 0.0010

0.3 ρ̃
(1)
0 = 0.0308 ρ̃

(2)
0 = 0.3228 ρ̃

(3)
1 = 0.0005

ρ̃
(1)
1 = 0.1108 ρ̃

(2)
1 = 0.0508 ρ̃

(3)
2 = 0.9995

ρ̃
(1)
2 = 0.2139 ρ̃

(2)
2 = 0.1216

ρ̃
(1)
3 = 0.2319 ρ̃

(2)
3 = 0.1558

ρ̃
(1)
4 = 0.1938 ρ̃

(2)
4 = 0.1724

ρ̃
(1)
5 = 0.1245 ρ̃

(2)
5 = 0.1226

ρ̃
(1)
6 = 0.0611 ρ̃

(2)
6 = 0.0435

ρ̃
(1)
7 = 0.0332 ρ̃

(2)
7 = 0.0105

0.5 ρ̃
(1)
0 = 0.1362 ρ̃

(2)
0 = 0.5039 ρ̃

(3)
1 = 0.0005

ρ̃
(1)
1 = 0.0967 ρ̃

(2)
1 = 0.0171 ρ̃

(3)
2 = 0.9995

ρ̃
(1)
2 = 0.1479 ρ̃

(2)
2 = 0.0381

ρ̃
(1)
3 = 0.1704 ρ̃

(2)
3 = 0.0645

ρ̃
(1)
4 = 0.1587 ρ̃

(2)
4 = 0.0845

ρ̃
(1)
5 = 0.1260 ρ̃

(2)
5 = 0.0967

ρ̃
(1)
6 = 0.0859 ρ̃

(2)
6 = 0.0757

ρ̃
(1)
7 = 0.0782 ρ̃

(2)
7 = 0.1195

0.7 ρ̃
(1)
0 = 0.5669 ρ̃

(2)
0 = 0.6997 ρ̃

(3)
1 = 0.0005

ρ̃
(1)
1 = 0.0508 ρ̃

(2)
1 = 0.0010 ρ̃

(3)
2 = 0.9995

ρ̃
(1)
2 = 0.0093 ρ̃

(2)
2 = 0.0088

ρ̃
(1)
7 = 0.0493 ρ̃

(2)
3 = 0.0161

ρ̃
(1)
8 = 0.3237 ρ̃

(2)
4 = 0.0361

ρ̃
(2)
5 = 0.0415

ρ̃
(2)
6 = 0.1968
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Figure 5.8: Bit error rate performance of UEP LDPC codes with µ =
0.3, 0.5, 0.7, BPSK modulation over the AWGN channel and length (a)
n = 4096 bits, (b) n = 16384 bits. The case with µ = 0, corresponding
to the classical approach, is also considered as a benchmark.

overall average mutual information ml at the decoding iteration l, that is,

ml =
dc∑

j=2

ρj · φ−1


1 −


1 −

dv∑

i=2

λiφ (mI + (i− 1) ·ml−1)




j−1

 , (5.5)

where φ(x) = 1 − 1√
4πx

∫+∞
−∞ tanh

(
u
2

)
e− (u−x)2

4x du and mI is the mean of the

initial LLRs (computed on the symbols received from the channel). For an

AWGN with zero mean and variance σ2, mI is equal to 2
σ2 . Equation (5.5)

can be specialized for each protection class by replacing the polynomials

λ(x) and ρ(x) with the polynomials λ′(i)(x) and ρ(i)(x), as explained in the

following. The convergence threshold is then defined as the minimum SNR
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(i.e., maximum value of σ) at which ml → 1 for l → ∞. Therefore, it can be

found by recursively computing (5.5), starting with m0 = 0.

High order modulation schemes

An interesting option for the least protected bits is to use high order

modulation schemes, which further deteriorate the error rate on that part

of the bitstream, but allow to increase the spectral efficiency and to reach

high speeds. This also increases the gap between the first two protection

classes, which is useful, for example, in transmissions over the BCC [74,76].

A method to model the asymptotic performance with high order modulations

is to consider a BPSK-equivalent noise variance σ2
e , which depends on the

modulation scheme [78]. Let us consider an M -ary rectangular QAM with

M = 2p. The probability of a symbol error is PM = 1 − (1 − P√
M)2, where

P√
M = 2

(
1 − 1√

M

)
·Q

(√
3

M − 1

Eave

N0

)
,

Eave

N0
is the average SNR per symbol and Q(x) = 1√

2π

∫∞
x exp(−t2/2)dt. The

probability of a bit error in M -ary modulations depends on the adopted

labeling, and is often expressed in average terms. For example, by using the

Gray labeling which, under the assumption of large SNR, implies that a

symbol error results in only one bit error, the average bit error rate can be

estimated as Pb ≈ PM/ log2 M . Despite Pb is the overall average bit error rate,

the bits corresponding to each symbol may have a different error probability

based on their position, as shown in [78] for the case of an 8-PSK modulation.

Similarly, for 16-QAM with Gray labeling, we can obtain the probability of

error of each of the four bits (d0, d1, d2, d3) associated to each symbol as





Pb,d0 = 0.1458PM

Pb,d1 = 0.3542PM

Pb,d2 = 0.1458PM

Pb,d3 = 0.3542PM

,
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under the hypothesis of large SNR. This assumption could be removed by

resorting to an exact formulation (as in [80]), but this is not necessary for

the scope of this paper.

In some contexts, it may be useful to adopt labelings different from the

classical Gray. An interesting case is that of anti-Gray [81] or Yarg labelings

[75], which are also used in PLS [74, 76]. Both these labelings ensure that

adjacent symbols have at most one bit in common. If we use one of these

labelings for the bits in PC2, we further increase the performance gap between

the first two protection classes [74, 76]. As an example, if we consider a 16-

QAM with Yarg labeling as in [75, Fig. 8], the error probabilities for the four

bits [d0, . . . , d3] corresponding to each symbol are





Pb,d0 = 0.8542PM

Pb,d1 = 0.6458PM

Pb,d2 = 0.8542PM

Pb,d3 = PM

.

For any modulation and labeling, we can use the values of [Pb,d0 , . . . , Pb,dp−1 ]

to compute the average bit error probability Pb. The value of σ2
e , which can

be used to compute mI in (5.5), is simply obtained from Pb as [78]

σ2
e =

1

[Q−1 (2Pb)]
2 .

Convergence threshold of the protection classes

We aim at finding a convergence threshold for each protection class, in

such a way as to study separately their asymptotic performance. The rate

R(i), i = 1, 2, 3, which corresponds to each protection class can be easily

computed as

R(i) = 1 −
∫ 1

0 ρ
(i)(x)dx

∫ 1
0 λ

(i)(x)dx
. (5.6)

In other terms, R(i) is the rate of the code defined by the sub-matrix H(i),

i = 1, 2, 3. By using the degree distributions λ(i)(x) and ρ(i)(x), however, the
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values of R(i) computed through (5.6) are misleading. For example, when the

overall code rate is R = 1/2, as in the cases we consider, the sub-matrices

H(1) and H(2) have more rows than columns. Therefore, the corresponding

values of R(1) and R(2) would be negative (that, obviously, has no sense),

and the actual rates of the codes defined by H(1) and H(2) (based on the

number of their independent rows) would be 1 or almost 1. To overcome

this problem, we replace λ(i)(x) with a new polynomial λ′(i)(x), obtained by

scaling the degrees appearing in λ(i)(x) in such a way that each pair (λ′(i)(x),

ρ(i)(x)), used in (2.3), gives a rate equal to the overall code rate R, i.e.,

R(i) = R, i = 1, 2, 3. In order to compute the degrees of λ′(i)(x) which yield

R(i) = R, the degrees of λ(i)(x), i = 1, 2, 3, must be multiplied by the real

coefficient

ψi =

∑d
(i)
c

j=1 ρ
(i)
j · j

∑d
(i)
v

l=1 λ
(i)
l · l

· (1 −R), (5.7)

where d(i)
c and d(i)

v are, respectively, the maximum check and variable node

degrees within the protection class PCi.

For the code parameters we consider the variable and check node degree

distributions shown in Tabs. 5.3 and 5.4, through (5.7) we obtain ψ1 = 0.1025,

ψ2 = 0.1997 and ψ3 = 0.5. The degrees of the nonzero coefficients of the

scaled polynomial λ′(i)(x) are computed by multiplying the degrees of the

nonzero coefficients of λ(i)(x) by ψi, and then approximating the result to

the nearest integer.

The asymptotic performance of each protection class can be assessed by

using the pair (λ′(i)(x), ρ(i)(x)). In summary, these degree distributions have

the same check node degrees resulting from the sub-matrices H(i), but the

variable node degrees are scaled by a factor equal to ψi, obtained from (5.7).

According to this approach, and by using the method described for high

order modulations, we can compute a convergence threshold for each protec-

tion class through the recursive use of (5.5). The results (considering 1000

decoding iterations) are reported in Tab. 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Decoding threshold (Eb/N0 [dB]) per protection class for some
UEP LDPC coded modulation schemes and values of µ

Scheme µ = 0 µ = 0.3 µ = 0.5 µ = 0.7

PC1 BPSK 0.214 −1.010 −1.697 −2.681

PC2 BPSK 1.015 1.537 2.270 3.641

PC2 64-QAM GRAY 2.491 4.128 5.1170 7.471

PC2 64-QAM YARG 6.682 10.110 11.678 12.521

PC2 256-QAM GRAY 5.357 6.956 8.372 10.298

PC2 256-QAM YARG 11.174 15.326 17.022 18.010

5.3.3 Finite length codes performance

Let us consider several UEP LDPC codes with R = 1/2, two values of

code length (n1 = 4096, n2 = 16384) and three PCs, according to the degree

distributions reported in Tabs. 5.3 and 5.4. The BER performance achieved

by these codes over each PC has been assessed by simulating transmission

over the AWGN channel. Decoding is performed through the LLR-SPA. The

bits in PC1 are always transmitted by using BPSK modulation to ensure

maximum protection, while for the bits in PC2 we consider several modu-

lation schemes, that is, BPSK, 64-QAM with Gray and Yarg labelings and

256-QAM with Gray and Yarg labelings. Concerning PC3, we always use the

BPSK modulation, since this allows to achieve the best performance over the

bits in PC1.

The performance attained over PC1 and PC2 is illustrated in Fig. 5.9

for µ = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 [82]. The convergence thresholds obtained in the

asymptotic regime, reported in Tab. 5.5, are also plotted as a reference. We

observe that there is a good agreement between the performance observed

in the asymptotic regime and in the finite length regime. We also observe

that, even with high order modulations and different labelings, an increase

in the value of µ yields a better performance over PC1, paid in terms of a

performance loss over PC2. The results of this assessment also confirm that

the performance of the longer codes is closer to the asymptotic limits, as

expected.
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Figure 5.9: Bit error rate performance of the designed UEP LDPC codes
with (a) µ = 0.3, (b) µ = 0.5, (c) µ = 0.7 and lengths n1 = 4096 bits and
n2 = 16384 bits. Each vertical segment represents the asymptotic threshold
corresponding to the curves with the same marker shape.
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed some strategies to achieve reliable and

secure communication over a BCC. To achieve our aims, the authorized and

unauthorized receivers have to experience different error rates. For this rea-

son, we use LDPC codes with UEP capabilities and we have shown as they

should be preferable in this context. In addition to the Gaussian BCC, we

have also introduced the case of a fading channel. This way, we have con-

sidered a more realistic scenario and we have studied the outage probability

for which the feasibility conditions are not met. In this case, we have shown

that a wide performance gap between the public and secret part of the mas-

sage is needed. To achieve this goal, we use high order modulation and Yarg

labeling to send the private bits. To further increase this performance gap,

a strategy to obtain a largely UEP was proposed. This result is achieved by

reserving some parity check equations to the most protected bits during the

code design. Moreover, by considering high order modulation schemes and

non conventional bits labeling, an analytical tool to assess separately the

asymptotic performance of each PC is provided. All the proposed strategies

have been confirmed by numerical simulations.



Chapter 6

Coding schemes for reliable

satellite communications

Phase and amplitude scintillation due to solar wind and solar corona

has always been an important issue in the design and operation of deep

space tracking systems. In particular, the communication link between the

Earth and a space probe may be exposed to turbulence phenomena during

superior solar conjunctions, when the Sun lies between the Earth and the

probe. As the turbulent field in the solar corona moves away from the sun

at a large speed (200-1000 km/s), the receiver sees a time varying amplitude

in addition to a time varying phase. These phenomena are called amplitude

and phase scintillation and the reliability analysis of the radio link must

take into account their statistics. When a radio link enters in the strong

scintillation regime the received amplitude may drop to very small values and

fading may compromise the quality of the transmission. In such a scenario,

a very important role is played by error correcting codes. At the cost of

some redundancy and increased complexity, they permit to reduce the SNR

required for achieving prefixed error rate performances. For both TM and

TC links, the channel coding and synchronization standards recommended

by the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) include a

wide set of possibilities, ranging from conventional BCH codes and RS codes,

to convolutional codes (typically concatenated with RS codes) and PCTCs
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and LDPC codes. Actually, some of these schemes, like PCTCs and LDPC

codes, have been proven able to achieve performance close to the theoretical

ultimate limits over the AWGN channel, so they are considered the state-of-

the-art in this context.

In this chapter we provide a thorough analysis of the performance of these

codes over a channel with solar scintillation, by taking into account that the

fading affects both amplitude and phase of the signal. Furthermore, in the

case of phase error where the use of non-coherent modulation schemes is

mandatory, results obtained with the FSK are shown.

To the best of our knowledge, few works have previously addressed such

a scenario [83], [84]. However, in these papers only amplitude scintillation is

considered. Thus, the results collected in this chapter cover a wide range of

several, more realistic, operating scenarios.

6.1 Impact of solar scintillation

Solar scintillation might cause a BER degradation and eventually resid-

ual carrier unlock. Accordingly, the amount of scintillation is due to charged

particles of the solar corona and depends on the solar elongation (i.e., mini-

mum distance of the signal ray path from the sun), solar cycle and sub-solar

latitude of the signal path. A pictorial example that describes the solar con-

junction geometry is shown in Fig. 6.1.

Several statistical models describe the effects of a scattering medium on

radio communications. For solar scintillation, each coronal inhomogeneity can

be modeled as a scattering center for the impinging electromagnetic wave.

At the receiver the electric fields of the scattered waves add up, producing

a time-varying interference pattern that may lead to fading. Considering the

receiver far away from the scattering medium, it is reasonable to assume that

the received electric field is the sum of a large number of statistically indepen-

dent waves scattered from different regions within the medium. Application

of the central limit theorem leads to a complex-valued received signal with

independent Gaussian real and imaginary parts. Assuming the real and imag-

inary random components have the same variance we may thus model the
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Figure 6.1: Solar conjunction geometry.

scintillation channel as a multipath fading channel with a Rice distribution.

The Rician statistics depends on the carrier frequency as well as the

geometry of the Sun, Earth and Probe i.e., the Sun-Earth-Probe (SEP) angle

shown in Fig. 6.1. Usually, the Rician fading distribution is specified in terms

of the scintillation index, noted by m, which is the ratio of the standard

deviation of the received signal power to its mean.

Let us consider first the uncoded system. After propagating through a

Rician fading channel, the received signal at on-board receiver input can be

written as

r(t) =
√

2PV sin [ωct+ φc + φR +D(t)] + n(t) (6.1)

where P is the total received signal power; V is the Rician-distributed fading

amplitude due to scintillation; ωc and φc are the carrier radian frequency and

phase respectively; φR is the phase scintillation associated with Rician fading;

D(t) is the BPSK-modulated subcarrier and n(t) is the AWGN noise. Con-

sidering narrowband modulation (i.e., symbol rate < 4 ksps), the multipath

fading channel can be considered as frequency-nonselective and a slow-fading

model can be adopted, according to coherence time (∆t)c reported, for ex-
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ample, in Tab. 6.1.

Table 6.1: Examples of coherence time in different frequency transmission
intervals.

S-Band X-Band Ka-Band

(∆t)c 13.9 ms 7.25 ms 3.72 ms

The probability density function pV (ν) of the Rician variable V is given

by eq. (6.2)

pV (ν) =
ν

σ2
exp

(
−ν2 + a2

2σ2

)
I0

(
νa

σ2

)
, ν ≥ 0 (6.2)

where a2 is the noncentrality parameter and σ2 is the variance of each Gaus-

sian random variable related to the Rice random variable. Assuming that the

amplitude scintillation causes no loss in the long term average received signal

power, we can write

E
[
V 2
]

= 1 = var [V ] + E [V ]2 = 2σ2 + a2. (6.3)

The parameter a2 and σ2 are related to the scintillation index as shown

below

a2 =
√

(1 −m2) (6.4)

σ2 =
1 −

√
1 −m2

2
. (6.5)

In Tab. 6.2 we summarize the Rician statistics due to scintillation according

to the operative scintillation index values m.

Focusing on the residual carrier recovery loop we can expand (6.1) as

r(t) =
√

2P [V cos(φR) sin(ωCt+ φC) + V sin(φR) cos(ωCt+ φC)] +

+ n(t) =
√

2P [X sin(ωCt+ φC) + Y cos(ωCt+ φC)] + n(t)
(6.6)

where
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Table 6.2: Relation between the scintillation index (m) and the Rician statis-
tics

m a σ2

0.1 0.997 0.002
0.2 0.990 0.010
0.3 0.977 0.023
0.4 0.957 0.042
0.5 0.931 0.067
0.6 0.894 0.1
0.7 0.845 0.143
0.8 0.775 0.2
0.9 0.660 0.282
0.99 0.375 0.429

X = V cos(φR),

X = V sin(φR).

From (6.6), it results that X and Y are independent Gaussian random

variables with the same variance σ2 and mean values equal to

E [X] = a = 4
√

1 −m2,

E [Y ] = 0.

We can now analytically derive the BER function, considering a BPSK

modulation and assuming that the subcarrier tracking and bit synchronizer

are perfect. To have this condition we need a loop bandwidth (Bl) at least

5 times larger than the Doppler spread of the scintillation channel i.e. Bl ≥
5/ (∆t)c. Under this condition we have [85]
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Pb =
∫ ∞

0

∫ π

−π
Q

(√

2
Eb

N0

ν2 cos2(φ)

)
pV (ν)pφ(φ | ν) dν dφ

As for most carrier synchronization loops, we may consider a Tikhonov

distribution for the steady-state probability density function (PDF) of the

modulo-2π phase error

pφ(φ | ν) =
1

2πI0 (ρν2)
eρν2 cos(φ) (6.7)

where ρ is the carrier PLL signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore the BER as a

function of the scintillation index m and Eb/N0 can be computed as reported

below

Pb

(
Eb

N0

)
=
∫ ∞

0

∫ π

−π
Q

(√

2
Eb

N0

ν2 cos2(φ)

)
ν

σ2
m

exp

(
−ν2 + a2

m

2σ2
m

)

I0

(
νam

σ2
m

)
1

2πI0(ρν2)
exp

[
ρν2 cos(φ)

]
dν dφ

(6.8)

where subscript m means that a and σ are computed using (6.4) and (6.5),

respectively. In (6.8) Q(x) is the Q-function, defined as

Q(x) =
∫ ∞

x

1√
2π
e− t2

2 dt.

Now let us write the instantaneous fading SNR as

γ =
Eb

N0

ν2

and the average SNR per bit as

γ =
Eb

N0

E
[
ν2
]
. (6.9)

According to (6.3), we can rewrite (6.9) as
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γ =
Eb

N0

.

So, an approximate solution to (6.8) can be written for large loop SNR (ρ)

as

Pe

(
Eb

N0

,m
)

' Q1(am, bm) − 1

2

(
1 +

√
pm

1 + pm

)
exp

(
−a2

m + b2
m

2

)
I0 (ambm) +

+
1 + km

2

[
ρ

Eb
N0

]√
Eb

N0

2
+ (1 + km) Eb

N0

exp


−km

2 Eb

N0
+ 1 + km

2
(

Eb

N0
+ 1 + km

)


 I0


 km (1 + km)

2
(

Eb

N0
+ 1 + km

)




where Q1, the first order Marcum Q-function, am, bm, pm and km are defined

as hereafter

Q1(a, b) =
∫ ∞

b
x exp

[
−x2 + a2

2

]
I0(ax) dx

am =

√√√√km

[
1 + 2pm

2(1 + pm)
−
√

pm

1 + pm

]

bm =

√√√√km

[
1 + 2pm

2(1 + pm)
+

√
pm

1 + pm

]

pm =
Eb/N0

1 + km

km =

√
1 −m2

1 −
√

1 −m2

The PLL SNR, ρ, can be written in term of the modulation index θ as
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ρ =
C

N0Bl

J0(θ)
2 =

Eb

N0

1

2J1(θ)2

Rb

Bl

J0(θ)
2. (6.10)

In (6.10) Rb/Bl represents the ratio between bit rate (Rb) and loop bandwidth

(Bl).

For bit rates less than 1 kHz (i.e. 7.8125 bps, the lowest bit rates in deep

scenario), fast fading can be assumed since the phase error process varies

during a bit interval. In such a case (6.8) can be approximated by replacing

the bit SNR degradation with its mean over the Tikhonov PDF and reducing

the double integral to a single one, so obtaining

Pb

(
Eb

N0

,m
)

=
∫ ∞

0
Q

(√

2
Eb

N0

ν2E [cos2(φ)]

)
ν

σ2
m

exp

(
−ν2 + a2

m

2σ2
m

)
dν (6.11)

where

E
[
cos2(θ)

]
=
I ′

1(ρν
2)

I0(ρν2)

However the BER degradation in (6.11) due to scintillation effects is not

relevant since at low bit rates the bit SNR is significantly large and non ideal

carrier tracking is negligible.

It is important to stress, however, that (6.7) and (6.10) take into account

the impact of the thermal noise only. So, they are able to model the effect

of synchronization errors only in the particular case of a receiver bandwidth

large enough to filter out completely the impact of plasma on the phase.

Moreover, as the bandwidth of the Costas loop for the subcarrier demodu-

lation is typically smaller than the PLL one, the phase jitter introduced by

the subcarrier recovery process can be neglected in the model.

6.1.1 Operation Scenarios

Depending on the value of the symbol rate w.r.t. the (reciprocal of) the

coherence time (∆t)c, we can define the following different operation scenar-

ios:
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• Extremely (or “Ergodic”) low rate links (ELRL): Where the statistical

averages over the encoded bit fairly represent the average over all time.

• Low rate links (LRL): when the channel varies during the transmission

of a bit.

• Medium rate links (MRL): when the channel does not vary during the

transmission of an encoded symbol, but varies during the transmission

of a codeword.

• High rate links (HRL): when the channel does not vary during the

transmission of a codeword.

The ELRL scenario can be applied only when the channel varies many

times (e..g., > 100 times) during the transmission of an encoded symbol.

Clearly, it is a rather unpractical situation (the value of (∆t)c should be

extremely small); so, despite the fact this scenario can be investigated in

analytical terms, it is not considered of interest and will not be examined in

the following.

A semi-analytical approach can be used also for the HRL scenario. The

starting point is constituted by the performance over the AWGN channel.

More precisely, setting Eb/N0, we can define a function g(α) which expresses

the CER experienced over the AWGN channel (baseline probability) by us-

ing the considered error correcting code, determined analytically or, more

frequently, through numerical simulations. Obviously we can consider both

the BER and the CER. However, in the presence of an error correcting code

the latter is usually more important than the former. For this reason, we

refer to the CER curves instead of the BER curves.

The advantage of the first and the last cases is that the performance

over channels with scintillation can be extrapolated from the performance

estimated over the channel with AWGN only. Contrary to the ELRL and

the HRL scenarios, no theoretical treatment is available for the LRL and

the MRL scenarios to quantify the impact of the amplitude scintillation and

the phase error. So, for these cases, the simulation program incorporates the
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generation of Rice and Tikhonov samples and uses them, in the decoding

algorithm, according to the assumed operation conditions.

Then, by assuming applicability of the Tikhonov distribution (in the sense

specified above and with the limitations) the following expression can be

applied

√
ᾱ
α∫

0

π∫
−π
g (v2αcos2φ) pV (v) pΦ (φ|v) dvdφ ≤ CER (α) ≤

√
ᾱ
α∫

0

π∫
−π
g (v2αcos2φ) pV (v) pΦ (φ|v) dvdφ +

∞∫
√

ᾱ
α

π∫
−π
g (v2ᾱcos2φ) pV (v) pΦ (φ|v) dvdφ

(6.12)

where ᾱ represents the maximum value of α for which g(α) is known. Equa-

tion (6.12) provides a lower bound and an upper bound to the value of the

CER for any Eb/N0. In many cases the value of ᾱ is high and the CER can

be approximated as follows

CER (α) ≈

√
ᾱ
α∫

0

π∫

−π

g
(
v2αcos2φ

)
pV (v) pΦ (φ|v) dvdφ.

On the contrary, when the value of ᾱ is not sufficiently high, the gap

between the lower and the upper bounds may be large. In such a case, in

principle, it is necessary to plot them both, but it is impossible to establish

how much the actual curve is far from the limits. For this reason, it is better

to draw the curves up to the maximum value of Eb/N0 for which the lower

bound and the upper bound are indistinguishable.

The HRL scenario may be of interest (depending on the value of (∆t)c)

for TM links, as the values of the data rate Rb are rather large; however, its

applicability also depends on the codeword length that, for TM codes, may

be very large as well. On the other hand, the HRL scenario is rather unlikely

for TC links where, despite the fact that the codeword length is small, the

codeword duration is generally long (because of the long bit duration). Of
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Table 6.3: Supported TM coding schemes for BepiColombo

Scheme R
Max. sym. Min. sym

rate (sps) rate (sps)

RS(255, 223)+CC(7, 1/2), I = 5 223/510 699050 21.33

PCTC(17848, 8920) 1/2 1398101.3333 21.33

PCTC(35696, 8920) 1/4 1398101.3333 42.6667

Table 6.4: Supported TM coding schemes for Solar orbiter
Scheme R Max. sym. rate (sps) Min. sym. rate (sps)

PCTC(17848, 8920) 1/2 2 · 106 21.33

PCTC(35696, 8920) 1/4 3.33 · 106 42.6667

course, this depends also on the fading duration, which is a function of the

scintillation index.

6.1.2 Typical operation conditions

In a first series of evaluations, we have considered the error correcting

codes adopted in flying or next-to-flight European Space Agency (ESA) mis-

sions. More precisely, for better evidence, BepiColombo and Solar Orbiter

missions have been taken as a reference, and also used in the subsequent nu-

merical examples. For TC, both they use a BCH(63, 56) code, with symbol

rates from 4 ksps down to 7.8125 sps. For TM, the supported coding schemes

are reported in Tab. 6.3 for BepiColombo and in Tab. 6.4 for Solar Orbiter,

together with the maximum and minimum symbol rate.

RS(255, 223) + CC(7, 1/2), I = 5 denotes a RS code with length N = 255

symbols and dimension K = 223 symbols (each symbol consisting of 8 bits)

concatenated with a convolutional code (CC) with rate 1/2 and constraint

length 7, and with a row-by-column interleaver having interleaving depth I

= 5 in the middle. For simplicity, in the following this scheme will be denoted

as RSCC. The code rates indicated in Tabs. 6.3 and 6.4 for the PCTCs are

nominal, in the sense these codes require some extra bits for termination,

whose impact on R, however, is quite marginal. These codes are described in
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Table 6.5: Coherence time as a function of the scintillation index
m (∆t)c [ms]

0.2 40

0.5 16

0.8 10

detail in [86] and [87].

As underlined in Sec. 6.1.1, the considered operating scenario depends

on the value of (∆t)c, whose inverse is defined as the Doppler spread. The

moving irregularities in the solar plasma produce replicas of the signal, each

one affected by its proper Doppler shift. The recombination of these repli-

cas on the ground produces a Doppler spread, which is a function of the

scintillation index, and consequently of the SEP angle. According with these

considerations, it is evident that the coherence time depends on the value of

the scintillation index. Some typical values of (∆t)c, for different m, extracted

from X band data of the mentioned (and other) missions are reported in Tab.

6.5. Using the values in Tab. 6.5, it is possible to determine, for any value of

the scintillation index, the operation scenarios, LRL, MRL and HRL, where

the codes work as a function of m (and, therefore, of the SEP). These are

summarized in Fig. 6.2. For completeness, also the case of the PCTC(53544,

8920), that is, with nominal R = 1/6 has been added. Indeed, this code is

also included in the CCSDS recommendation [87] and used, for example, in

the ExoMars mission.

From this figure, we see that the region of major interest (in the sense it

occurs more frequently) for TC and TM codes, is the MRL one. Thus, for

the sake of brevity, in the following we consider only this operation scenario.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

TC fading scenario TM fading scenario | m = 0.2

TM fading scenario | m = 0.5 TM fading scenario | m = 0.8

Figure 6.2: Regions LRL, MRL and HRL for the coherence times reported
in Tab. 6.5: (a) BCH code in TC; (b) codes in TM with m = 0.2; (c) codes
in TM with m = 0.5; (d) codes in TM with m = 0.8.

6.2 Numerical results

In this section we show some examples of the results obtained with differ-

ent code families over a channel with solar scintillation. First in Sec. 6.2.1 we

consider the case in which the fading affects only the amplitude of the signal.

Then, in Sec. 6.2.2 we add the phase scintillation. To measure the ampli-

tude and phase fading we define a parameter called Fading Period (FP) that

represents the number of bits during which the fading sample is constant.
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6.2.1 Only amplitude scintillation

One possible approach to compare the performance of different codes,

is to fix the FP value. However, when codes with different code rate are

considered and the source emits a fixed number of bits/s of information, this

choice corresponds to simulate the performance over scenarios with different

(∆t)c (one for each code rate). Wishing to realize a comparison for the same

value of (∆t)c, the fading period must be adapted, as a function of the code

rate. As an example, if the fading period is FP = 150 encoded symbols for the

code with rate R = 1/2, it must be changed into FP = 172 encoded symbols

for the code with rate 1/2 ·223/255 (that is the case of the RS(255, 223) code

+ CC(7, 1/2)), into FP = 300 encoded symbols for the code with rate 1/4

(that is the case of the PCTC(35696, 8920)), and into FP = 450 encoded

symbols for the code with rate 1/6 (that is the case of the PCTC(53544,

8920)).

A comparison between the CER performances of these codes is shown in

Fig. 6.3 for m = 0.5 and in Fig. 6.4 for m = 0.9. The PCTCs are decoded by

using the BCJR algorithm [88]. For a better figures readability, we omit the

performance of the considered codes over the AWGN channel, since they are

well known and reported in [87].

The assumption of equal coherence time implies that the adoption of

the PCTCs with lower code rate is no longer preferable as in the only

AWGN channel [87]. The performance of the PCTC(53544, 8920) and the

PCTC(35696, 8920) becomes, in fact, worse than that of the PCTC(17848,

8920), at least in the error rate region of major interest. This can be ex-

plained by considering that, despite the fact that channel conditions may

remain unfavorable for the same fraction of time, in case of codes with lower

rates fading affects a larger number of consecutive encoded symbols that, ev-

idently, the decoder is not able to compensate. So, the conclusion is that the

adoption of the PCTCs with low rate (i.e., longer codes, for fixed k = 8920

bits) should be discouraged, in the presence of amplitude scintillation, when

m is large (e.g., m = 0.5 and m = 0.9).

These results are in line with those obtained in other space missions
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Figure 6.3: CER performance comparison between TM codes currently in use
in the MRL scenario with the same coherence time. Amplitude scintillation
only; m = 0.5. FP = 150 encoded symbols for the PCTC(17848, 8920); the
other values of FP are properly scaled accordingly.
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Figure 6.4: CER performance comparison between TM codes currently in use
in the MRL scenario with the same coherence time. Amplitude scintillation
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other values of FP are properly scaled accordingly.

(e.g., the Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO) mission of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)) and confirm the
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vulnerability, in the case of slow fading, of the low rate PCTCs codes proposed

by the CCSDS in [87]. From this observation, the Coding and Synchronization

working group of the CCSDS has decided to open a conjuncted ESA/NASA

action that aims to improve the performance of these codes or even propose

new coding schemes for low rate transmissions.

Another interesting comparison is with the Accumulate, Repeat-by-4, and

Jagged Accumulate (AR4JA) standard LDPC codes [87]. A first comparison

is shown in Fig. 6.5 to Fig. 6.7 for the case of FP = 150 encoded symbols. As

usual, different values of m are considered. All the LDPC codes are decoded

by using the normalized min-sum (NMS) algorithm [89]. All codes are char-

acterized by R = 1/2 (apart from the small deviation of the PCTC(17848,

8920), which is due to the termination bits); so the comparison is fair and the

assumption of the same value of FP ensures the coherence time is also the

same for all simulations. From the figures, we see that, except for high error

rates, the LDPC(32768, 16384) code is able to outperform the PCTC(17848,

8920) for any value of the scintillation index. The LDPC(8192, 4096) code is

worse than the PCTC(17848, 8920) for m = 0.2 but its performance becomes

better than that of the PCTC(17848, 8920) for m = 0.5 and m = 0.9. The

LDPC(2048, 1024) code, instead, is always beaten by the PCTC(17848, 8920)

but this was somehow expected because of its significantly smaller length.

The comparison is repeated in Fig. 6.8 to Fig. 6.10 by assuming FP =

3500 encoded symbols. This fading period exceeds the codeword length of

the LDPC(2048, 1024) code, that therefore has been not considered in this

case. From these figures, we see that the LDPC(32768, 16384) code out-

performs the PCTC(17848, 8920) for any considered value of the scintilla-

tion index. Differently from the examples with FP = 150 encoded sym-

bols, the LDPC(8192, 4096) code has better performance than that of the

PCTC(17848, 8920) only for m = 0.9. Moreover, for high values of the scin-

tillation index the performance of the PCTC(17848, 8920) and LDPC(8192,

4096) are very close.
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Figure 6.5: CER performance comparison between the PCTC(17848, 8920)
and different standard codes with R = 1/2; MRL scenario with FP = 150
encoded symbols and m = 0.2; amplitude scintillation only.
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Figure 6.6: CER performance comparison between the PCTC(17848, 8920)
and different standard codes with R = 1/2; MRL scenario with FP = 150
encoded symbols and m = 0.5; amplitude scintillation only.

6.2.2 Amplitude and phase scintillation

In this section, we report some examples of performance evaluation by

including in the simulation the effect of the Tikhonov distribution, for the
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Figure 6.8: CER performance comparison between the PCTC(17848, 8920)
and different standard codes with R = 1/2; MRL scenario with FP = 3500
encoded symbols and m = 0.2; amplitude scintillation only.

phase, in addition to the Rice distribution, for the amplitude. The use of the

Tikhonov distribution to model synchronization errors is appropriate (in the

sense it provides reliable results) under suitable conditions, also related to

the system parameters, especially the extent of the loop bandwidth. So, the
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Figure 6.9: CER performance comparison between the PCTC(17848, 8920)
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Figure 6.10: CER performance comparison between the PCTC(17848, 8920)
and different standard codes with R = 1/2; MRL scenario with FP = 3500
encoded symbols and m = 0.9; amplitude scintillation only.

results obtained by using this model are valid only when the loop bandwidth

is sufficiently large to follow the phase due to plasma in the phase locked

loop (PLL). By removing this constraint on the loop bandwidth, the more

general case has been addressed within the RESCUe project (mentioned at
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the beginning of this thesis) through an end-to-end simulator. Nevertheless,

our task (where this work has provided a contribution), has been focused on

the baseband simulations, which do not consider higher order issues as the

modeling of the synchronization loop.

Due to large length of TM codes that affects the simulation time, we limit

to consider the MRL scenario and TC codes. In this context, after a wide

discussion within the CCSDS, there is now a general and consolidated con-

sensus about the adoption of two short LDPC codes, namely the LDPC(128,

64) code and the LDPC(512, 256) code, as valuable alternatives to the cur-

rent standard BCH code in [86]. The new short LDPC codes are described

in detail in [90]. Since, these short LDPC schemes have better performance

than the BCH code, in the following we consider only these coding schemes.

Moreover, although PCTCs are not recommended for the TC link, an evalu-

ation of their performance is of interest also in this context. This way, as the

purpose of this part is basically to compare the performance of the PCTCs

against the LDPC codes, we limit to study the behavior of these codes. For

the LDPC(128, 64) code we suppose adoption of the hybrid decoding algo-

rithm [91–93], since it provides the best performance. The simulator assumes,

as an example, a modulation index 0.9 rad-pk.

Figures 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 show the CER performance comparison be-

tween the considered codes, by assuming FP = 8 encoded symbols, Rb/Bl =

1.5, and different values of m. For m ≥ 0.5 the slope of the CER curve for

the LDPC(512, 256) code becomes significantly more favorable than that of

the PCTC(512, 256), to the point that the former overcomes the latter, at

CER ≤ 7 · 10−5 for m = 0.9.

The analysis is repeated from Fig. 6.14 to Fig. 6.16, by assuming FP

= 32 encoded symbols and maintaining unchanged the other parameters. In

presence of a longer fading, the performance of the LDPC(512, 256) code

becomes rapidly preferable to that of the PCTC(512, 256). The LDPC code

offers a small extra-gain even for m = 0.2. For m = 0.9, the extra-gain is

about 2.1 dB at CER = 10−3, while it reaches the significant value of 5.5 dB

at CER = 10−5.

In essence, we can say that the LDPC codes (the longer one, in partic-
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Figure 6.11: CER performance comparison between LDPC codes and PCTCs
in the MRL scenario with FP = 8 encoded symbols, by assuming m = 0.2, in
the presence of amplitude scintillation and synchronization error (Tikhonov
model).
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Figure 6.12: CER performance comparison between LDPC codes and PCTCs
in the MRL scenario with FP = 8 encoded symbols, by assuming m = 0.5, in
the presence of amplitude scintillation and synchronization error (Tikhonov
model).

ular) may become preferable to the PCTCs for, relatively, large values of

the coherence time and high scintillation index (more and more as lower and
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Figure 6.13: CER performance comparison between LDPC codes and PCTCs
in the MRL scenario with FP = 8 encoded symbols, by assuming m = 0.9, in
the presence of amplitude scintillation and synchronization error (Tikhonov
model).
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Figure 6.14: CER performance comparison between LDPC codes and PCTCs
in the MRL scenario with FP = 8 encoded symbols, by assuming m = 0.2, in
the presence of amplitude scintillation and synchronization error (Tikhonov
model).

lower values of the CER are considered). The relevant point is that such a

phenomenon, already evident in the presence of amplitude scintillation only,
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Figure 6.15: CER performance comparison between LDPC codes and PCTCs
in the MRL scenario with FP = 8 encoded symbols, by assuming m = 0.5, in
the presence of amplitude scintillation and synchronization error (Tikhonov
model).
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Figure 6.16: CER performance comparison between LDPC codes and PCTCs
in the MRL scenario with FP = 8 encoded symbols, by assuming m = 0.9, in
the presence of amplitude scintillation and synchronization error (Tikhonov
model).

is accentuated by the presence of the synchronization error, at least when

modeled through the Tikhonov distribution. Then, though limited by the
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applicability of the model, these results are interesting to address the choice

of the codes in view of facing the most severe operation conditions.

6.3 Performance with non-coherent modula-

tion schemes

In scenarios in which the BPSK is unusable, as the one where the syn-

chronization error is considered, modulation schemes based on non–coherent

communications, as the FSK, must be adopted. Let us consider first the case

of binary formats. The fact to use non-coherent detection yields an additional

loss w.r.t. the BPSK. In absence of coding, the amount of this loss over the

AWGN channel is well known: in the order of 4 dB in the case of 2-FSK.

Contrary to phase shift keying (PSK), FSK modulation allows to improve

the error rate performance by increasing the cardinality of the constellation,

that is, assuming M > 2 orthogonal waveform. So, a gain of about 3 dB

are reached by the uncoded system, over the AWGN channel, for the er-

ror rates of interest, when passing from M = 2 to M = 4. Even more, the

error rate performance of uncoded 8-FSK with non-coherent demodulation

becomes better than that of uncoded BPSK. An introductory example is

shown in Fig. 6.17, where the performances over the AWGN channel have

been compared for the considered modulation schemes without coding. In

this case, since we compare uncoded transmissions the use of the BER as a

metric is more appropriate. The price to pay when non–coherent modulation

schemes are adopted is in terms of enlarged bandwidth occupation, that in

fact increases according to the classical law M/log2M .

In this work, the performance achieved with differential modulation schemes,

as the differential phase-shift keying (DPSK) (only binary format), has been

evaluated, too. In such case, we have verified as these modulation schemes

are not preferable to the FSK one. Moreover, the latter has an easier im-

plementation than differential formats. Thus, for the sake of brevity, results

obtained with the DPSK modulation are omitted.

As in the present work, coherently with the RESCUe project, the band-
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Figure 6.17: Comparison between the BER performance achievable by using
uncoded transmission over the AWGN channel with coherent (BPSK) and
non-coherent (FSK) demodulation.

width has not been set as a constraint, we are justified to propose the adop-

tion of M−FSK. A good candidate in this sense, for the reasons explained

above, seems to be 8-FSK. Hence, in the following of this section we present

some preliminary evaluation of the performance of coded 8-FSK modulated

systems, focusing attention, for explicative purposes, on the TC LDPC(128,

64) code used over the MRL scenario in the presence of amplitude scintilla-

tion only. Moreover, BPSK will be considered for the sake of comparison.

An example of performance evaluation of the 8-FSK modulation format,

in the presence of amplitude scintillation (only) is reported in Fig. 6.18, for

the case with m = 0.5, different decoding algorithms, in comparison with

that of the BPSK and the FSK. The fading period has been set equal to FP

= 8 symbols for the binary format and FP = 3 symbols for the 8-FSK one.

This way, taking into account that the duration of an 8-FSK symbol is three

times that of a binary symbol, the two schemes operate, approximately, under

the same value of the coherence time. Its value would be exactly the same

by assuming FP = 2.67 encoded symbols for 8-FSK. Our choice, FP = 3

symbols, permits us to operate with integer numbers (while the performance

difference w.r.t. the exact value is quite negligible). The figure confirms that
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Figure 6.18: CER performance comparison for the LDPC(128, 64) code by
using BPSK and 8-FSK modulation schemes in the presence of amplitude
scintillation, for the MRL scenario with m = 0.50 and approximately equal
coherence time.

the performance of 8-FSK, for both the decoding algorithms adopted, is worse

than that of the BPSK. Despite its not favorable error rate performance,

the advantage of 8-FSK is in its simplicity (no phase recovery is required),

although this is paid with a three time larger bandwidth, that however, as

already stressed, can be tolerated for the considered application. The analysis

is repeated in Fig. 6.19 for the case of m = 0.9, leaving unchanged the

other parameters and the decoding options. In comparison with Fig. 6.18,

in this more critical scenario the gap between BPSK and 8-FSK is slightly

emphasized. On the other hand, the efficiency of the hybrid algorithm, against

the NMS algorithm, is increased as well, and this justifies the intersection

between the curve of 8-FSK with hybrid decoding and the curve of BPSK

with NMS decoding.

A similar analysis has been developed by assuming a larger value of FP ,

namely, FP = 32 symbols for BPSK and, in order to have approximately

the same coherence time, FP = 11 symbols for 8-FSK. Figures 6.20 and 6.21

refer to the case with m = 0.5 and m = 0.9, respectively. W.r.t. the results

in Figs. 6.18 and 6.19 obtained with a smaller value of FP we observe that
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Figure 6.19: CER performance comparison for the LDPC(128, 64) code by
using BPSK and 8-FSK modulation schemes in the presence of amplitude
scintillation, for the MRL scenario with m = 0.90 and approximately equal
coherence time.
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Figure 6.20: CER performance comparison for the LDPC(128, 64) code by
using BPSK and 8-FSK modulation schemes in the presence of amplitude
scintillation, for the MRL scenario with m = 0.50 and approximately equal
coherence time.

the gap between BPSK and 8-FSK is larger.

Wishing to draw some conclusions from the results presented in this sec-
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Figure 6.21: CER performance comparison for the LDPC(128, 64) code by
using BPSK and 8-FSK modulation schemes in the presence of amplitude
scintillation, for the MRL scenario with m = 0.90 and approximately equal
coherence time.

tion, we can say that 8-FSK largely outperforms binary FSK but the minor

efficiency in exploiting the applied error correcting scheme prevents this for-

mat to overcome BPSK, too.

This is due to the fact that consolidated decoding algorithms are opti-

mized for coherent modulations and do not work equally well in the non-

coherent case. On the other hand, to develop decoding algorithms which are

more suited for non-coherent schemes (FSK in particular) is an open (not

simple) issue and, to the best of our knowledge, no proved strong method is

available in the literature. For the sake of brevity we omit the results concern-

ing the 16-FSK, that have been derived as well during the study. Moreover,

guessing that a further increase in the value of M (that is, above M = 16)

can fill the gap w.r.t. BPSK is unrealistic as, even for the uncoded case over

the AWGN channel, the improvement obtained passing from M = 2k to

M = 2k+1 becomes smaller and smaller for increasing M . Actually, we have

verified that the increase in the value of M may be particularly effective in

the case of large scintillation indexes (e.g., m = 0.9) but we must also con-

sider that for these values the gap to fill, w.r.t. BPSK, is also larger. The error
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rate performance of coded M -FSK should become closer to that of BPSK

when including phase scintillation that the Tikhonov distribution is not able

to model properly. Even more important, the inclusion of phase scintillation

might prevent the adoption of the BPSK format [94].

6.4 Summary

In this chapter we have compared standard and non standards coding

schemes over a channel with solar scintillation. We have considered the pres-

ence of amplitude scintillation, without and with phase scintillation. After

having discussed the probability density functions used to model these phe-

nomena, we have provided several numerical results. As expected, the Eb/N0

value required to achieve a target CER, increases according to the scintil-

lation index and fading period values. In the case of synchronization error,

the use of non-coherent modulations, as the FSK, is mandatory. In such sce-

nario, under the hypothesis of loop bandwidth sufficiently large in the PLL,

the Tikhonov distribution may be adopted to model the phase error. Perfor-

mance obtained with M -FSK modulation schemes over a channel with only

amplitude scintillation are shown. To the best of our knowledge, these results

are not available in literature. By introducing the phase scintillation, that the

baseband analysis is able to model only under certain conditions, the error

rate performance of coded M -FSK should become closer to that of BPSK.

As a counterpart, these modulation formats imply a bandwidth expansion

factor M/log2M which becomes higher and higher for increasing M .



Chapter 7

Concatenated polar codes for

short packet communications

In this chapter, we propose error correcting codes able to improve the reli-

ability in short packets communications. We adopt concatenated polar-cyclic

codes, since they have been included in the recommendation of the next 5G

system for short block regime [1]. To achieve our aims, we have proposed

a theoretical analysis of these coding schemes able to estimate their perfor-

mance under ML decoding. This analysis is carried out by deriving the aver-

age weight enumerating functions (AWEFs) of the concatenated schemes by

following the well-known uniform interleaver approach [95]. In the analysis,

the knowledge of the input output weight enumerating function (IOWEF)

and the weight enumerating function (WEF) of the inner polar and outer

cyclic code is required, respectively. However, the polar code IOWEF calcu-

lation through analytical methods is still an unsolved problem. Hence, we

restrict our attention to short, high-rate polar codes for which the problem

can be solved through a pragmatic approach. More precisely, we consider the

dual code of the selected polar code and then we find its IOWEF by listing

the codewords. Subsequently, by using the generalized MacWilliams iden-

tity [96], we obtain the IOWEF of the original polar code. The WEF of the

outer cyclic code, instead, is computed by following the method presented

in [97].
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By adopting the uniform interleaver approach, we subsume the existence

of an interleaver between the inner and the outer code, and attain the average

performance of an ensemble composed by the codes obtained by selecting

all possible interleavers. Our analysis shows that the performance of the

concatenated scheme with and without interleaver (as proposed in [13]) may

differ substantially. Similarly, by considering both CRC and BCH outer codes,

we show that the choice of the outer code plays an important role in the short

block length regime.

7.1 Distance spectrum analysis

We denote as N and K the outer cyclic code length and dimension, re-

spectively, while n and k identify the same parameters for the inner polar

code. Therefore, the code rates of the outer and inner code are RO = K
N

and RI = k
n
, respectively. The two codes can be serially concatenated on

condition that N = k, thus the overall code rate of the concatenated code is

R = K
n

.

Given a binary linear code C(n, k), its WEF is defined as [96]

AC(X) =
N∑

i=0

AiX
i

where Ai is the number of codewords c with wH(c) = i. We focus on sys-

tematic polar codes (the reason of this choice will be discussed later); so, the

first k bits of a codeword c coincide with the information vector u, yielding

c = (u|p) with p being the parity vector. The IOWEF of a code C(n, k) is

AIO
C (X, Y ) =

k∑

i=0

n∑

ω=0

AIO
i,ωX

iY ω

where AIO
i,ω is the multiplicity of codewords c with wH(u) = i and wH(c) = ω.

The enumeration of the codeword weights entails a large complexity even for

small code dimensions. In order to overcome this problem and obtain the

IOWEF of the considered polar codes, we focus on short, high-rate polar
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codes and we exploit the generalized MacWilliams identity [96]. This ap-

proach was followed also for cyclic codes, for example, in [97] to compute the

WEF of several CRCs. Denote by C⊥ the dual code of C. Given the dual code

WEF AC⊥(X), we can express the original code WEF AC(X) as [96]

AC(X) =
(1 +X)n

|C⊥| AC⊥

(
1 −X

1 +X

)
(7.1)

where
∣∣∣C⊥

∣∣∣ is the cardinality of the dual code. When the IOWEF is of in-

terest, a significant reduction of the computational cost can be achieved by

considering systematic codes. For such reason, in this work we have used

only systematic inner polar codes. In the case of a systematic code C(n, k),

it is convenient to derive the IOWEF from the input redundancy weight

enumerating function (IRWEF) AIR
C (x,X, y, Y ) defined as

AIR
C (x,X, y, Y ) =

k∑

i=0

r∑

p=0

AIR
i,px

k−iX iyr−pY p

where AIR
i,p is the multiplicity of codewords c with wH(u) = i and wH(p) = p,

with wH(c) = i + p and n = k + r. Hence, starting from the IRWEF of the

dual code AIR
C⊥(x,X, y, Y ), we have [98,99]

AIR
C (x,X, y, Y ) =

1

|C⊥|A
IR
C⊥(x+X, x−X, y + Y, y − Y ).

Then, the IOWEF is obtained as

AIO
C (X, Y ) = AIR

C (1, XY, 1, Y ). (7.2)

7.2 Union bound of the average block error

probability of the concatenated scheme

Given an ensemble of binary linear codes C (n, k), the average block error

probability (BEP) PB of a random code C ∈ C (n, k) under ML decoding
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over a BEC with erasure probability ε can be upper bounded as [100]

E [PB (C, ε)] ≤ P
(s)
B (n, k, ε)

+
k∑

e=1

(
n

e

)
εe(1 − ε)n−e min



1,

e∑

ω=1

(
e

ω

)
Āω(

n
ω

)



 (7.3)

where Āω = E [Aω (C)] is the average multiplicity of codewords of code C
with wH(c) = ω and P (s)

B represents the BEP of an ideal maximum distance

separable (MDS) code, with parameters n and k. The UB in (7.3) is applicable

to every code ensemble whose average WEF is known.

When dealing with concatenated codes, it is commonplace to consider

a general setting including an interleaver between the inner and the outer

codes. The concatenated code ensemble is hence given by the codes obtained

by selecting all possible interleavers. The special case without any interleaver

can then be modeled as an identity interleaver. From [95], the AWEF of a

concatenation formed by an inner polar code and an outer cyclic code can

be obtained from the cyclic code WEF and the polar code IOWEF as

Āω =
N∑

i=0

Aout
i · AIO,in

i,ω(
N
i

) (7.4)

where Aout
i is the weight enumerator of the outer code and AIO,in

i,ω is the input-

output weight enumerator of the inner code (we remind that the average

multiplicities resulting from (7.4) are, in general, real numbers).

The ensemble C (n, k) contains the codes generated by all possible in-

terleavers. Thus, also bad codes (i.e., characterized by bad error rate per-

formance) belong to the ensemble. It is clear that the bad codes adversely

affect the average weight enumerator obtained through (7.4) causing a too

pessimistic estimate of the error probability obtained through (7.3), w.r.t.

that achieved by properly designed codes. A simple way to overcome this is-

sue is to divide C (n, k) into the bad and good code subsets, and then derive

the average weight enumerator only of good codes through the expurgated

ensemble [10]. In fact, for a given integer d? ≥ 0 and an arbitrary θ ∈ (0, 1)
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we have

Pr {dmin ≤ d?} ≤
d?∑

ω=0

Aω − 1 ≤ θ

where dmin is the minimum distance of a code randomly chosen in the en-

semble. A fraction of at least 1 − θ codes belonging to the original C (n, k)

possess dmin > d?. We refer to the subset of codes with dmin > d? as the expur-

gated ensemble. Therefore, the average weight enumerator of the expurgated

ensemble can be upper bounded as [10, Sec. 2.2]

Āexp
ω ≤ 1

1 − θ
Āω (7.5)

for ω > d?, whereas Āexp
ω = 0 for 1 ≤ ω ≤ d?. Hence, through (7.3) and (7.5)

the average performance of the expurgated ensemble is derived. In this thesis

we have assumed θ = 0.5.

Studying the dual codes and exploiting MacWilliams identities allow con-

siderable reductions in complexity of exhaustive analyses as long as the orig-

inal code rate is sufficiently large. This will be the case for the component

codes considered next, which are characterized by RO, RI >
1
2
. Therefore,

in our case (7.1) and (7.2) can effectively be exploited to calculate Aout
i and

AIO,in
i,ω in (7.4).

7.3 Code examples

In this section we consider several examples of polar-cyclic concatenated

codes and assess their performance through the approach described in the

previous sections. Our focus is on short, high rate component codes, which

allow to perform exhaustive analysis of their duals in a reasonable time. Our

results are obtained considering a BEC with erasure probability ε. As known,

in the polar code design a fixed value of the error transition probability is

considered. As usual in literature, in each of the following examples the polar

code is designed by using ε = 0.3. All performance curves provided next are

obtained through (7.3). We consider codes with n = 64 bits and a CRC or a

(shortened) BCH outer code, with N according to the polar code dimension.
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In particular, we use a CRC-8 and a CRC-16 with the following generator

polynomials [97]

• CRC-8: g(x) = x8 + x2 + x+ 1;

• CRC-16-CCITT: g(x) = x16 + x12 + x5 + 1.

We also consider two BCH codes that have the same redundancy as the

CRC-8 and CRC-16 codes. Thus, for the same rate, a performance compari-

son of the results achieved by using a CRC or a BCH outer code is feasible

and fair. For the case without interleaver considered in [13], the generator

matrix G of the concatenated code can be obtained from the cyclic and polar

code generator matrices GC and GP , respectively, as

G = GC · GP .

When we instead consider the more general case with an interleaver between

the inner and outer codes, we have

G = GC · Π · GP (7.6)

where Π is an N ×N permutation matrix representing the interleaver. Con-

sidering all codes in C (n, k), (7.4) leads to their AWEF and hence to the

average performance in terms of UB, according to the uniform interleaver

approach. In order to have an idea of the gap between this average perfor-

mance and those of single codes in the ensemble, in each of the following

figures we include the performance of codes randomly picked in C (n, k).

Without changing the outer and inner code, this can be easily done by in-

troducing a random interleaver between the outer code and the polar code

in the concatenated scheme. Hence, in this case, the matrix Π in (7.6) is

a random permutation matrix. For readability reasons, in addition to the

solution without interleaver, in each of the following examples, we have con-

sidered only 25 random interleavers. Indeed, the conclusions we draw have
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Table 7.1: Number of concatenated codes with random interleaver for a given
minimum distance value

Concatenated scheme dmin = 4 dmin = 6 dmin = 8

Polar(64, 48) + CRC-8 22 3 -

Polar(64, 48) + BCH(48, 40) 23 2 -

Polar(64, 48) + CRC-16 1 8 16

Polar(64, 48) + BCH(48, 32) - - 25

Polar(64, 56) + CRC-16 11 14 -

been verified with a much larger set of interleavers. The UB on the BEP is

also provided for the expurgated ensemble whenever it differs from the one

given by the AWEF. The UB of the considered polar code alone is also in-

cluded as a reference. Clearly, the comparison between the performance of

the polar code and those of the concatenated schemes is not completely fair

at least because of the different code rates; however, it is useful to highlight

the performance gain achieved through concatenation.

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the UB of the concatenated scheme, with and

without random interleaver, formed by a polar code with RI = 0.75 and an

outer code with RO = 0.83 (i.e., R = 0.625) in terms of BEP. In Fig. 7.1

and Fig. 7.2 a CRC-8 and a (48, 40) shortened BCH outer code is considered,

respectively, the latter obtained by shortening the (255, 247) BCH code. In

both the examples, the result obtained through the AWEF corresponds to an

average behavior, while as expected some interleaver configurations achieve

a smaller BEP. This trend is due to the different minimum distance of the

codes. The results in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2 are very similar, showing that, for

this particular case, there is no substantial difference in performance aris-

ing from the different type of outer code. This conclusion is also supported

by the results in Tab. 7.1 [101], where the number of concatenated schemes

with random interleavers corresponding to minimum distance value is re-

ported. From these figures we can observe the performance gain introduced

by the concatenated scheme w.r.t. the (64, 48) polar code used alone, that

has dmin = 4. In both the examples the AWEF and the concatenated code

without interleaver have dmin = 4 and dmin = 6, respectively.
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Figure 7.1: Estimated performance of concatenated codes with and without
interleaver composed by a (64, 48) polar code and a CRC-8 code over the
BEC under ML decoding. Performance of the (64, 48) polar code alone is
also reported.

In Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4 the UB of the concatenated codes, with and

without interleaver, composed by a polar code with RI = 0.75 and an outer

code with RO = 0.66 (i.e., R = 0.5) in terms of BEP is plotted. In Figs. 7.3

and 7.4 a CRC-16 and a (48, 32) BCH outer code are considered, respectively,

the latter obtained by shortening the (255, 239) BCH code. Differently from

the previous figures, the UB obtained with the expurgated AWEF is now

available. As in Figs. 7.1 and 7.2, the curve obtained through the AWEF

well describes the ensemble average performance, while we see that the curve

corresponding to the expurgated AWEF belongs to the group of best codes.

Also in these cases, the performance gap between the (64, 48) polar code

alone and the concatenated codes is remarkable. In both the examples the

AWEF has dmin = 6, while the expurgated AWEF and the concatenated

scheme without interleaver have dmin = 8. However, from Fig. 7.4, we can

observe that, contrary to Fig. 7.3, all curves of concatenated codes are very

close. In fact, for the case in Fig. 7.4 only the AWEF results in dmin = 6 but

with a codewords multiplicity equal to 0.0336. Instead, the realizations of
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Figure 7.2: Estimated performance of concatenated codes with and without
interleaver composed by a (64, 48) polar code and a (48, 40) shortened BCH
code over the BEC under ML decoding. Performance of the (64, 48) polar
code alone is also reported.

concatenated codes have dmin = 8, as shown in Tab. 7.1. Therefore, differently

from the CRC, in this case the use of a BCH code is able to increase the

minimum distance of the concatenated code (also for the solution without

interleaver); thus, for this specific case, the BCH code should be preferred to

the CRC code.

In all the previous figures the curve of the concatenated scheme without

interleaver proposed in [13] falls within the group of best performing codes.

This might lead to the conclusion that this configuration always produces a

good result; in reality this trend is not preserved for any choice of the code

parameters. An example of this type is shown in Fig. 7.5, where a polar code

with RI = 0.875 and a CRC-16 code (i.e., RO = 0.71 and R = 0.625) are

considered. From the figure we observe that, in this case, the introduction

of a random interleaver can improve the scheme without interleaving. Also

for this example, Tab. 7.1 summarizes the number of concatenated schemes

with interleaver for each value of the code minimum distance. In this case

the polar code has dmin = 2, while both the AWEF and the concatenated
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Figure 7.3: Estimated performance of concatenated codes with and without
interleaver composed by a (64, 48) polar code and a CRC-16 code over the
BEC under ML decoding. Performance of the (64, 48) polar code alone is also
reported.

scheme without interleaver have dmin = 4. We have found a similar result also

by using the CRC-8 code in place of the CRC-16 but it is omitted here for

the sake of brevity. So, these counter examples (others can be found) clearly

demonstrate that the use of a selected interleaver may be beneficial from the

error rate viewpoint.
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Figure 7.4: Estimated performance of concatenated codes with and without
interleaver composed by a (64, 48) polar code and a (48, 32) shortened BCH
code over the BEC under ML decoding. Performance of the (64, 48) polar
code alone is also reported.
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Figure 7.5: Estimated performance of concatenated codes with and without
interleaver composed by a (64, 56) polar code and a CRC-16 code over the
BEC under ML decoding. Performance of the (64, 56) polar code alone is also
reported.
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7.4 Summary

In this chapter, the analysis of the performance of the concatenation of a

short polar code with an outer binary linear block code has been addressed

from a distance spectrum viewpoint. By introducing an interleaver at the

input of the polar encoder, we have shown that remarkable differences on

the block error probability at low erasure probabilities can be observed for

various permutations. The variations are due to the change in the overall

concatenated code minimum distance (and minimum distance multiplicity)

induced by the choice of the interleaver. Bounds on the achievable error

rates under maximum likelihood decoding are obtained by applying the union

bound to the (expurgated) average weight enumerators. Our results point out

the need of careful optimization of the outer code, at least in the short block

length regime, to attain low error floors.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this thesis we have proposed error correcting codes for secure and reli-

able wireless communications. In particular, we have considered two coding

schemes that are the state-of-the-art in this context, namely, LDPC and polar

codes.

By following a PLS approach, over the wire-tap channel then generalized

through the BCC model, we have proposed finite length LDPC codes suitable

to introduce security in the communication, by assessing their performance

through the eavesdropper equivocation rate. In such context, based on the DE

algorithm, we have proposed an optimization strategy for designing LDPC

codes that approach the ultimate asymptotic limits. After having introduced

the unequal error protection and the protection class concepts, through the

security gap we have compared the performance achieved by several finite

length coding schemes. In particular, we have proved as UEP LDPC codes are

advisable in the scenarios where different sensitivities to the error are needed

to achieve a feasible system. By considering a fading BCC, we have derived

the expression of the outage probability, then we have shown as high order

modulation schemes used on the less protected bits may minimize its value.

In some cases, a wide separation between the most and less protected bits is

needed. In such cases a larger UEP of the data is required. Thus, we have

proposed a strategy to further improve the performance of the most protected

bits, to the detriment of those of the other protection classes. Moreover, an
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algorithm for the asymptotic performance estimation of each protection class

with high order modulation schemes and non-conventional bits labeling has

been provided.

Concerning reliable communications, we have shown as LDPC codes are

competitive also in very noisy channels, like the one affected by solar scintil-

lation. In such case, we have compared the performance of coding schemes

recommended by the CCSDS for TC and TM links. From this activity, weak-

nesses of the low rate PCTCs in presence of very compromised channels have

emerged, while the considered LDPC codes have shown a greater reliability.

Both amplitude and phase scintillation have been considered. Furthermore,

we have shown as non-coherent modulation schemes (e.g., FSK) may be used

when the synchronization error occurs.

Finally, error correcting codes for improving the reliability of short pack-

ets communications have been proposed. In this case, we have considered

concatenated polar-cyclic codes, since they will be probably included in the

next standard of mobile communication (5G). However, our results are inter-

esting for any system with short packets transmission, like IoT or machine-

to-machine communication. We have studied concatenated polar codes from

a distance spectrum point of view. By introducing an interleaver between the

component codes, we have shown as this configuration may achieve better

performance w.r.t. that without interleaver previously studied in literature.

We have proposed a method that, follows the well-known uniform interleaver

approach, permits to estimate the average performance of the codes ensemble

in terms of block error probability. With reference to the BEC, by plotting

bounds on the achievable error rate of concatenated polar codes under ML

decoding, we have shown as the outer code plays an important role in short

block length regime.
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